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A third-order solution is developed for the motions of artificial
 
satellites moving in the gravitational field of the earth, whose poten-.
 
tial includes the second-, third-, and-fouth-order zonal harmonics.
 
Third-order periodic perturbations with fourth-order secular perturba
7 
tions are derived by Hori's perturbation method. All quantities are 
expanded into power series of the eccentricity, but the.solution is ob­
tained so as to be closed with respect to the inclination. A comparison 
with the results of numerical integration of the equations of motion 
indicates that the solution can predict the position of a close-earth, 
small-eccentricity satellite with an accuracy of better than 1 cm over 
a period of 1 month. 
V 






Second-order theories of artificial satellites have been established
 
by many authors during the past 15 years; an excellent review is given
 
by Hori and Kozai (1975). A third-order solution was derived by Deprit
 
and Rom (1970), but their solution does not include J3 and J4 terms.
 
According to Aksnes's numerical experiments comparing his second-order
 
solution (Aksnes, 1970) with numerical integration, residuals of a few
 
decimeters remain in position, most of which come from the third-order
 
interaction among J2' J33 and J4. On the other hand, the accuracy of
 
current geodetic satellites equipped with retroreflectors for laser
 
ranging will reach 3 to 5 cm. Therefore, we can expect to obtain more
 




In this paper, we considet only the zonal-harmonics perturbations
 
of second, third, and fourth order. We chose a Keplerian motion as an
 
intermediate orbit and adopted Hori's (1966) perturbation method. We
 
assumed that the eccentricity of a geodetic satellite requiring highly
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accurate solutions is usually low; therefore, all quantities in the
 
present solution are expanded into power series of the eccentricity, but
 
the solution is obtained in closed form with respect to the inclination.
 
Delaunay variables were selected as the canonical elements used to
 
construct the new Hamiltonian and the determining functions eliminating
 
periodic terms, which do not depend on the chosen canonical variables
 
so long as Keplerian motion is adopted as an intermediate orbit. How­
ever, the final expressions of the periodic perturbations are given in
 




All literal calculations were carried out by means of the computer
 
algebra program Smithsonian Package for Algebra and Symbolic Mathematics
 
(SPASM) (Hall and Cherniack, 1969). Final results were checked analyti­






2. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
 
Let us consider an artificial satellite orbiting in an axially
 




U r jnPn(sin , (1) 
n=2 
where ae is the equatorial radius of the earth, r the radius vector of 
the satellite, and S the declination. In this paper, the coefficient
 
J2 is assumed to be a small quantity of the first order and J3 and
 
J4 are of the second order.
 
To solve for the motion of the satellite under the force function
 
(1), we adopted Hori's (1966) perturbation method, which utilizes Lie
 
transformation; all formulas are canonically invariant, and the per­
turbations of any quantity are given by simple formulas and in explicit
 
form. Because of the generality of Hori's method, we can choose any
 
set of canonical variables. In the present paper, we use Delaunay vari­
ables as a canonical'set for their simplicity, where z is the mean anomaly,
 
g is the argument of perigee, h is the longitude of the ascending node, and
 




The equations of motion are 
= : - ,--H) (2)dTt(L,G,H) 9F ,t-(j,g,h)d - F 
where
 




















Under the assumption that the eccentricity is small, we expanded the
 
power series of the eccentricity:
disturbing functions F1 and F2 into a 

42 1 X2,2p ()(£ 2g 
F1 = 6 p k xk 2 e) B2,2p(i) cos (kt + 2pg) 
P5J3 X3,2p+l
 
F2 =--- " (e)B 2p+1 (i)sin [kx + (2p + 1) g]
 
=- (4)
L p=O k ­






where Xn,m (e) is a Hansen coefficient and
 
20 j) 22 si i




B31=- 3 sin i (-4 .+ 5 2sin
2 i) 4, B3 sin 
3 
B40 =_
B  - (8 - 40 sin 2 i + 35 sin 4 i) 
B J5 sin 2 i (-6 +7 sin2 i) B 64 sin4i
42 -16 44 

When the lowest powers of e and sin i of the coefficient of sin-(k + qg)
Cos
 
in the trigonometric series in equations (4)are a and 6, we have the 
following relations:
 
S= k - qi (mod. 2)
 
S= ql (mod. 2)
 
which are called the d'Alembert characteristics.
 
The algorithm for deriving the new Hamiltonian F (Hori, 1966) and
 









L 3 f (5b) 
Sl = !TJ~Fip di' 
.second order:
 
F2 = F2s +-F 1 + F1 1 s 
(5c) 
S2SjF f3- 2p + 2 1 FI'S S})d1+ 1,
third order: 
3 =T2 Ip' ill $21sS1 2 +F3 = 1 J{ F p5 s +- )1IF2F2, s +1 F, + F1 $2 
if= (12tF ,1} Ss +1 IF + F2 , S(5d) 
s3 = - J lp, s11 s i p+ 2 ( 
+ F1 + F1 , S4Q dpl 
fourth order:
 
F4 Y + 1I 31s 2 1s 21 3 3F42±1' 2t2S+2' F3, S11 s+F,
+ i{{Fp,I 1}, Sl} + {}) 
+ 4{F- 4 1 (5e) 
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where the braces represent poisson brackets and the subscripts s and p.
 
indicate the constant and periodic parts in k'. It should be noted that
 
any function of L', G', H', and g' can be added to S.
 
The algorithm for calculating the new Hamiltonian F and the de­




















F - F St S ** S* 
F4 = 1 2p' , + +3 , 
+ 	 {F + , (6d) 
(eq. (6d) cont. on next page) 
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S* ( ' 4 T f 2 ps*)$1 S l 1 (r * t,*1$3 / (1I 	 r**,-	 $r p p
 
+1LF* +F**, S* 1g1(d
 
dg (d)
+ { + F22 	 , 
where the subscripts s and p indicate the constant and periodic parts
 
in g". These algorithms are actually very simple, but calculating them
 
by hand is laborious. Therefore, all computations were carried out by
 
the computer program SPASM (Hall and Cherniack, 1969). SPASM handles
 









{A,B} 	 3A 3B -A 3B + @A aB _A aB + aA 3B DA aB
 
aLat aitaL aG g ag aG aH ah ah aH (7)
 
In the present theory, as we seek to obtain a solution that is closed 
with respect to the inclination, the atomic variables in the computer 
algebra are L, e, s = sin i, c = cos i, and-y = I - 5 cos 2 i (-y appears 
in the denominator of S ). The derivatives with respect to L, G, and 
H are 
2 a= (a + 1 - e

2L = L! + eL De
 
S_ 1 1-e 2 	3 - sin2 i Cosi (8) 
7e sin T 3s ac 
+ 10(1 	- sin 2 i)-L
 




LCcos i + + i0cos i (8) 
DH (_2sinasi 3c­
where the factor~l- e2 will be replaced by a Taylor expansion in
 
powers of e. If both A and B satisfy the d'Alembert chardcteristics,
 
then even if these derivatives include the terms i/e and 1/sin'i, the
 
Poisson bracket {A,B} keeps the d'Alembert characteristics and does not
 
have l/e and 1/sin i in the expression. This serves as a good check on
 
literal manipulationby a computer. In Deprit and Rom's (1970) theory,
 
cos i = H/L- - e2 is developed in power series of e. Therefore, their 
determining function W apparently loses the d'Alembert characteristics 
with respect to the inclinati6n. 'IfA and B are expanded into power series 
ofe and truncated at en, the derivatives with respect to L and G are
 
correct up to en-2; however, {A,BI is correct up. to en- . In other
 
words, with one operation of the Poisson bracket, only one degree in
 
e (not two) is lost. Our program, which takes this fact i.nto consideration,
 





















J233 4 2 3 2) ~ 3 4'2 
2/3 
Most of these terms arise from the interaction among J2. J3. and 34.
 
Tables 1 and 2 list the numbers of terms involved inS3 and S3' respec­
tively. The total number of terms with the factor d3 inS3 is 106. On
 
4
the other hand, Deprit and Rom's W3 contains 192 terms up to e , partly
 
because they chose n = H/L as one of the arguments. Explicit expressions
 
of S, F, S ,and F are given inAppendix A.
 




Order of d J2J3 d2d4 
eccentricity Total 
e0 6 6 6 18 
el 16 8 16 40 
e2 19 18 18 55 
3 
e 32 19 32 83 
e4 33 30 31 94 
Total 106 81 103 290 
10
 























































When both short- and long-period terms have been eliminated, the
 
new Hamiltonian F contains no angular variables. The action variables
 
L", G", and H' are constant, and the angular variables z", g", and
 





g" F + g" 9 
- {--F + h) 
h= - ** hF 
The generating functions S and S determine a completely canonical
 
transformation from the osculating elements (L, G, H, k, g, and h) to
 
the mean elements (L", G", H", V", g", and h'). The periodic perturba­
tions of k and g have negative powers of the eccentricity as a factor,
 
which reflects the fact that the perigee is not well determined when
 
the eccentricity is small. If the eccentricity is smaller than
 
(-J3/2J2a) sin i, the argument of perigee librates and does not circulate
 
(Kozai, 1966; Kinoshita and Hori, 1972; Hori, 1973). Because k, g, and 
e do not satisfy the d'Alembert characteristics with respect to the eccen­
tricity, we selected 9 + g, h, e cos g, e sin g, L, and H as the set 
of elements for calculating the ephemeris of a satellite, as was also 
done by Deprit and Rom (1970). If E stands for one of these elements, 
the osculating element s is obtained from the following formulas through 




+: f' SI + j{e' s6,SI, S1 + --11., SI, sf, SJ"+ o(J4) 







These expressions do not contain negative powers of the eccentricity.,
 
Even though neither Y + g nor h satisfies the d'Alembert characteristics
 
with respect to the inclination, the sum of k + g + h does, thus pro­
viding another good check on the lengthy calculations. Explicit
 
expressions of 3F /8(L,G,H), short-period perturbations 6 - e', and
 
long period perturbations e' - e' are given in Appendix B. 
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3. COMPUTATION OF POSITION AND VELOCITY
 
Given the mean elements a 0e , i901O 1 and hgoat the initial
 
epoch, which are determined from observations, the position and velocity*
 
of the satellite at an arbitrary epoch t measured from the initial epoch
 
can be calculated from the following procedures:
 
A. First we compute the secular perturbations from equations (9) 
plus L' Va, G" = L"i - e"2 and H" = G cos i0 
B. From equations (10), we compute the long- and short-period per­
turbations.
 
C. Now we have the osculating elements = e cos g, q = e sin g, 
= k + g, h, L, and H. The method of calculating the position and 
velocity from these osculating elements is given in Deprit and Rom (1970). 
Kepler's equation in the form
 
p = X + sin p-n cos p (11) 
is solved by iteration to obtain o = E + g, where E is the eccentric 
anomaly. The eccentricity, the semimajor axis, and the inclination are 
computed from the relations 
2 L2
e 2 2 L e 
e + n , a = , G = L, cos i = H/G (12) 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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X = a os l -p + n ( sin i - cos ] 
cos
Y = a in p n - ( sin - fn I , 
(13)
 
X- G r) 




x = X cos h - Y cos i sin h
 
y = X sin h + Y cos i cosh
 
z = Y sin i
 
x = X cos h - Y cos i sin h
 
y = X sin h + Y cos i cos h
 
= Y sin i 
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The semimajor axis is usually obtained from the mean motion of the
 
mean anomaly. When the eccentricity is small, the mean anomaly is not
 
well determined, because it is strongly correlated with the argument
 
of perigee. On the other hand, even if the eccentricity is very small,
 
the mean argument of latitude k + g is well determined and does not
 
suffer so much from the inaccuracy of the long-period perturbations.
 
The long-period perturbation of k + g is expressed as
 
iong (k + g) = eAj(ei) cos g + e2A2(e,i) sin 2g + o(e ) 
which satisfies the d'Alembert characteristics; this expression is also
 




e , respectively. On the other hand, since the eccentricity appears
 
in the denominator in the long-period perturbation of the mean anomaly,
 
the semimajor axis is determined with better accuracy from the mean
 




4. ANALYTrCAL AND NUMERICAL CHECK
 
Hori (1970a) and Yuasa (1971) showed that both Hori's and von
 
Zeipel's perturbation theories give the same canonical transformation,
 
together with the same new Hamiltonian, up to the third order. This
 
allows us to compare the present solution, based on Hori's theory, with
 
Kozai's (1962) solution, based on von Zeipel's theory. Our F3 com­
pletely agrees with Kozai's F3 . Although Hori (1966) gave a relation
 
between the determining functions of his and von Zeipel's theories, we
 
have not compared these functions, because of the complexity of Kozai's
 
expression of S2 and the tediousness of the calculations. Instead, we
 
compared our S2 with that derived later by Hori (1970b). In determining
 
S, we have an ambiguity and can add an arbitrary function of L, G, H,
 
and g to S, giving us S. In the present theory, the disturbing function
 
is expanded into a Fourier series with arguments of Z and g; therefore,
 
it is natural to determine S in such a manner that its mean value with
 
respect to the mean anomaly is zero. On the other hand, the mean value
 
of Hori's S is not zero. The relation between S and S, both of which
 









+ I + f22=2 l f 
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where fl and f2 are arbitrary functions of L, G, H, and g. Then the
 




Sl°= Sl - f 
(16) 
S * 1h *,2= 2+ 1 - f2 
Even if the functional forms of these determining functions are different,
 
the composite canonical transformation of (S,S*) is identical to that
 
of (:S,-.S ). The second-order determining function S2 of the present
 
.theory and that derived by Hori are found to satisfy relation (15).
 
-Itisof interest to ,compare the present solution with that due
 
to Deprit and Rom (1970), inwhich J3 and J4 are zeros. Their solution
 
was obtained by their own perturbation method, which, like Hori's, is
 
based ,on Lie transformation. Campbell and Jefferys (1970) showed that
 
the perturbation theories of Hori and Deprit are equivalent and derived
 




W2 = -2S2 , (17) 
3 = -6S3 -1S1 , '2I 
20 
where Wn are the determining functions in Deprit's theory. Using
 
these relations, we compared our solution with Deprit and Rom's,
 
which also serves as an independent check. The few disagreements we
 
found with their terms all seemed to be typographical errors. Kutuzov
 
(1975) also discovered some discrepancies between his solution, obtained.
 
by computer algebra, and theirs.
 
As an internal consistency check, we wanted to make sure that a
 
small divisor (1 - 5 cos 2 i) disappeared for the even-order harmonics when
 
the ,)n+1 ~n
the eopotential was equal to that in Vinti (1959) [J2n k-i 2' 
n 2]. In checking the third order, we had to add long-period pertur­
bations arising from J6 and J8" 
Finally, the present solution was compared with the results obtained
 
from numerical integration. A Taylor-type integrator was adopted, in
 
which the positions and velocities are expanded into a power series of
 
time and the coefficients of the series are determined by recurrent
 
formulas (Rabe, 1961; Deprit and Zahar, 1966). The order of the power
 
series and the step size of time were chosen so as to maintain about
 
12 significant figures in the integral of energy; the integration step
 
is roughly one-fifth of the convergence radius f of the two-body problem,
 
=T (1/n) .{zn [(l/e) + 1 i/e2)- 1]- 1 -e}, when the degree of the 
Taylor series is 16. The numerical calculations were carried out by 
a CDC 6400 computer in double precision in order to avoid round-off 
errors. It takes about 0.7 sec to evaluate the series of the present theory
 
and about 0.3 sec to integrate the equations of motion for one step.
 
91 
The initial conditions were computed from the present theory from 
a set of mean elements a', e", V , z", g", and h'. It should be noted 
that the mean motion of the mean anomaly of the integrated orbit is 
expected to be different from the computed mean motion by an order of 
J4 because the accuracy of the periodic terms is of the order of J3 
This discrepancy can be avoided by adjusting-the semimajor axis so as to 
remove the secular term in the residuals of the mean anomaly. 
Such comparisons were done for the artificial satellites Geos 3,
 
Starlette, Lageos, and Anna IB. The results for Starlette are plotted
 
in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the in-track, along-track, ahd across­
track errors over two revolutions. The deviations, less than 2 x 10-4 m,
 
are totally negligible. Figure 2 plots these same errors over about
 
600 revolutions. The deviations along and across the track are totally
 
insignificant, but the in-track error has a secular trend that seems to
 
be proportional to the square of time. The error first increases, then
 
decreases, and finally vanishes at about t = 22-days, at which time the
 
semimajor axis was adjusted. This secular trend can be explained by the
 
accumulation of truncation errors, which are caused by replacing infini­
tesimal operations with finite operations. The round-off errors do not
 
accumulate significantly, because our calculations were carried out in
 
double precision, which amounts to an accuracy of about 30 significant
 
figures in decimal notation. The accumulation error due to discretiza­
tion (Kinoshita, 1968) is
 
Ar-n-track , a,2hP , (18) 
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Figure 1. In-track, along-track, and across-track prediction errorsI--- of the third-order'solution for Star]ette plotted over two rev­
olutions: J2 =1.082*c 1o-3, J3 = -2.54 x 1o-6, J4 = -1.619 x 
-, a = 7.335,x m, e" 0.020636, V = 49.8223, 0 
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where a is the semimajor axis, z the mean anomaly, h the step size,
 
and p the degree of the Taylor expansion. About 1 cm ofthe in-track
 
error at t = 40 days (1 = 3600 radians) is obtained from using
 
6
equation (18) with a = 7.335 x 10 m and h = 600 sec = 1/10 radians,
 
the order of the error agreeing with that of the numerical experiment.
 
We can avoid discretization errors by employing a much more accurate
 
integrator, but itseems to be an unnecessary use of computer time. The
 




The errors for Anna IBare plotted in Figure 3,while Deprit and
 
Rom's (1970) results for Anna 1B are reproduced inFigure 4. Even though
 
the time span of our test is shorter than Deprit and Rom's, a comparison
 
of Figures 3 and 4 indicates that our solution gives better predictions.
 
We are now confident that the solution presented herein can predict
 
the position of a small-eccentricity geodetic satellite with an accuracy
 
of better than 1 cm over I month.
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Figure 3. 	 In-track, along-track, and across-track prediction errors of 
the third-order solution for Anna lB plotted over 860 revolu­
tions: J2 = 1.082 x 10-3, J3 = 0,3J4 =0, a" =7.4738 x 106 m,
e'= 0.006711, i"=50?14768, x6 = 307?164, g' 1985'303,
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Figure 4. 	The same as Figure 3 plotted over about 2700 revolutions (from
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APPENDIX A
 
EXPRESSIONS OF S,F , S AND F
 
Some of the expressions herein are reproduced directly from computer printout, whose format differs from the type 
written equations. Inthe printout, the following notation is used: 
A(2) = J2 SI = sin i E e
 
= 
A(3) = J3 CI cos I SG= g 
A(4) = J4 ING = 1- 5 cos 2 i M= 
A.1 	Expressions of S
 
S = Sl(J2) + S2('3) + S2('4) + S2 (J2) + S3(J2) + S3(0j2) + S3(j2j4) 
=IJ) I~I _ 3,2)f 	 I + e sin f) + 3 [3e sin (f+ 29) + 3 sin 2(f + g) + e sin (3f'+2g 
2 	 2






S2(J3) - 235 s 3(1 - Sc2)[12e(f - z) sin g + Se2 cos (f - g) - 6(2 + e ) Cos (f + g) - 6e cos (2ff g)96G 

2 	 2 2
- a cos (3f+ g)] + s2[I6e cos (f + 3g) + 30e cos (2f + 3g) + 10(2 + e ) cos 3(f + g) + iSe cos (4f + 3g) 
2 2
+53e cos (5f+S3g)}+	_L_ 6.[ 5c02)se(54+5n +2n ) s3e(3 +9-igo+1j o 
96G L - + C059 os l9 SgI+ 
2 2 2 3
S(j ) = S127 {-2(3 - 30c2 + 35c')[6(2 + 3e )(f - k) + 9e(4 + a ).sin f + 9e sin 2f + e sin 3f] 
2 2 2 3 2 2
" 2s (1- o )[60e (f - z) cos 2g+lOe sin (f - 2g) + 30e(4 + e ) sin (f+ 2g) + 20(2 + 3e ) sin 2(f + g) 
2 2 3
"l0e(4 + e ) sin (3f + 2g) + l5e sin (4f + 2g) + 2e sin (5f + 2g)] - s4 35e 3 sin (f + 4g)
 
2 2	 2 2

+ 	lbSe sin (2f + 4g) + 3Se(4 + e ) sin (3f + 4g) + 35(2 4 3e )*sin 4 (f+ g)+ 21e4 + e ) sin (Sf + 4g) 
2 3 2 27c (77 + 151n + 10Th + 28R3' sin 2g" 55e sin (6f + 4g) + 5e sin (7f + 4g)]4 40 L2(1 - 2)e z
5-12G1 + n)
2 1 3
s4e4(5+ 20 + 29n + 6n ) sin 4(1 + o) 	 oj
 






S2(j ) = -1/163840*E *51 

3 2 2 2 " 2 2
 




4 2 2 2 2 2 












+ E *(1317/256-101691/10240*S +170863/40960*51 I 
5 2 - 4 
+ E *(41111/10240-40183/5120*5I +110003/32768*5I 1 
4- 2 4 2 2
 





3 2 4 2 2
 





2 " 2 4 2 2 2
 
+ E *(39,16-645/128*51 +1227/512*51 +783/128*E -815/64*E *51 .6265 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
/1024*E *51 +3033/256*E -25159/1024*E *S +47927/40961E *51,) 
2 4 2 2 2
 
+ E*(45/16-6*51 +77/256*S1 +1089/128.E -2301/128*E *51 +18237/2048 

2 4 4 4 2 4 4 


























" E *Sl *(-2141/1024+47781/5120*E ) SIN (4*SG,*M)
4 4*5 2RGI 
2
6 2 SIN. (2*SG+A*M)
+ E *SI.(1568921/30720-2915481/40960*SI 
3 4 2 
+ E *51 *(-959/1024+138299/32768*E ) Sil (4*SG+7*M) 
5 2 2 
+ E *51 *(244869/8192-3440013/8192O*SI ) SIN (2*SG,7M) 
2 4 2 4 
+ E *Sl *(-189/512+1791/1024*E -21285/8192*E,) . SIN (4*SG+6*MI 
4 2 2 2 2 2 
+ E *SI .*(8443/512-48047/2048*SI -550097/10240*E +143615/2048*E *SI SIN (2*SG,6*M -
4 2 4 
+ E*51 *(-15128+1305/2048*E -3785/4096*E I SIN (4*SG+5 ) 
3 2 2 2 2 2 
+ E *SI *(4219,512-12279/1024*SI -2061/64*E +340401/8192*E *SI - SIN (2SG-*M) 
4 2 4 6 
+ 51 *(-3/126,3/16*E -291/1024*E .199/1536*E I SIN (4*SG+4*M) 
2 2 
+ E *51 *(27/8-1323/256*5T 
4 2 
,29151/2048*E *S1 I 
2 2 2 2 4 
-2505/128*E +6381/256*E *5I -189/16*E SI (2*SG+*M) 
4 2 4 
+ E*SI *(9/256-9/128*E +369/16384*E 1 SIN (4*SG+I*M 
2 2 2 2 2 4 
" E*SI *(47/64-179/128*S1 -3089/256*E +1943/128*E *51 -47067/4096*E 
4 2 
115011/8192*E *Sl ) 
SIN (2*5G+3*M) 
2 4 2 4 
+ E *51 *(-3/256+1/512*E -3/4096*E I SIN (4*SG,*MN) 
2 2 2 2 2 4 
+ SI *({-3/8,9/32*SI -927/128*E +2313/256*E *5! -4785/512*E +5859 
4 2 6 6 2 





+ E *S1 *(1/2048+5/16384*E I 
2 2 2 2 2 4
 





11 3 3 2 2 4















 2 4 6
 
+ E *(8553/1024-24041I9/6144.SI .1256523/16384*51 
-4626661/98304*51 
2 2 4 6
 
" E *(1917/256-16745/512*51 +239659/4096*51 -276537/8192*51 417741 

2 2 2 2 4 
 2 6
 




" E*(1077,12.8413/25651 +100647/2048*51 
-99747/4096*SI 6 .44689 

2 2 2 4
2 2
 
















+ E *SI *(2149/16384-108401/98304*E ) 
4 4 2






































3 4 2 OF POOR QUALITY
 
" E *SI *(2870799/114688-6818593/229376*SI ­
6 2 4
 
" 51"*(15/4096-63/I024*E +14463/65536*E 

2 4 2 2 2
 




4 2 2 4
 




+ E*5I *(761/8192+2731/65536*E 
4 2 2 2
 





3 2 2 4
 





+ E *51 *(77/16384-901/98304*E ) 
4 2 2 2' 2
 






2 2 2 4 2
 
+ E *SI *(22871/1024-107261/2048*5 +501057/16384*51 -165433/6144*E 
2 2 2 4
 






4 2 2 2
 





2 2 4 2
 
+ E*5I *(4069/512-28841/1536*SI +67621/6144*51 -70799/4096*E 

2 2 2 4
 

























































+ 13/196608*E *5I SIN (6*SG ,*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 2 
+ E *51 *(-3747/4096.9717/8192*SI 10157/768*E -239709/16384*E *51 SIN (4*SG,*M) 
2 2 4 2 2 
+ Sf *(417/256-533/128*51 .10747/4096*51 -2051/256*E +28523/2048*E 
2 2 4 4 4 2 
*51 -21903,4096*E *51 -14995/4096*E -101629/8192*E *SI .1348099 
4 4 
/65536*E *51 1 
511.. (2*S62*N) 
3 4 2 
+ E *51 *(85735/16384-193979/32768*51 I SIN (4*SG14) 
2 2 4 2 
+ E*SI *(1577/512-1183/128*S .27207/4096*51 +147083/4096*E -96419 
2 2 2 4 
/1024*E *5I +2015547/32768*E *51 I 
SIN (2*5G614) 
9 
y S3 (j 2 J3 ) = 
4 3 2 
E *51 *(-124105/49152.92385/32768*51 I COS (3*SG-M) 
2 2 4 2 2 
+ E *51*(93/64+801/256*51 -21565/4096*5I +1107/256*E +19481/1024*E 
2 2 4 
*SI -651893/24576*E * ,I 
COS (5G-M) 
3 2 4 
+ E *SI*(111,64,325/256*SI -5515/1536*51 1 COS (SG-2*1) 
4 
+ E *1*(1 
2A 
2241/10242043/409 6*SI -217935/65536*51I) COS (SG-3*M) 
4 5 
+ 369081/65536*E *51 COS (5*56G9*M) 
3 5 
+ 557/256*E *51 COS (5*SG*o*M 
2 5 2 
+ E *51 *(2961/4096-10591/2048*E I COS (5*5G7*M) 
4 3 2+ E *51 *(-1778797/49152+1656401/32768*S1 I COS (3*56*7* ) 
A-6 
PAGE I COS (5*56,6*M)+ E*SI5*(3/16-2'07/128*E )ORIGINALOF POoR QUALITY 
3 3 2-










2 2 2 2 
.85847/6144*E -170049/8192*E *S1 COS (3*SG+5*M) 
5 2 
+ 2*51 *(-15/256r249/1024*E I COS (5*5G64*M) 
4 2 4 
+ E *S1*(.12711/1024 62575/4096*5l -327449/196608*51 ] COS (SG5*M) 
3 2 2 
+ E*51 3*(-77/32+867/256*SI +2917/512*E -4245/512* 
2 2 
*SI 1 COS (3*SG+4*M) 
3 2 4 
+ E *51*(-387/64+1135/512*SI .15659/3072*S1I COS (56+4*M) 
2 5 2 
+ E *51 *(135/ 40 96-81,2048*E COS (5*SG,3*M) 
3 2 2 2 2 4 




2 2 4 2 
+ E *SI*(-141/64-1161/256*51 .32297/4096*SI +1605/256*E -52881/1024 
2 2 2 4 
*E *51 +413139/8192*E * 
COS (G+3*M) 
3 5 
-5/1024*E *51 COS (5*SG-*M) 
3 2 2 2 2 
+ E*51 *(425/256-1035/512*S1 .6185/512*E -7077/512*E *51I COS (3*SG.*MI 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*S1*(.1821/256*S1 .4099/512*51 +93/16*E -21015/512*E *51 +39833 
2 4 




+ 	 5/65536*E *5I tljf 
2 2 2 2
2 3 	 COS (3*55e)
+ E *5T *(4309/1024-9855/2048*51 75941/6144*E -115403/8q2*E 	*51 ) 
2 	 2 2




+ 	 5I*(9/a-195/32*5I +2755/512*51 .45/86*E -3891/128*E *51 .1717/64*E 
4 4 4 2 4 4
 
*51 +6339/512*E -158637/2048*E *5! .2317405/32768*E *51 I
 
SS3 (J2 d4 )= E *5I 2*(-40135/2048+225Q85/4096*Sl -7202783/196608*51 1 	 SIN (2*SG-M) 
2 4 
1 5IN (2*S1SINM) 
4T2 








+ 	 E *(-8721/512+17453/256*51 -245719/4096*51 

6




-458529/8192*51 +196861/16384151 I 
+ 	 E *(-6g15/512+58161/1024*5I 

2 
 2 4 6 
SIN (2*M)+74781/4096*51 -29595/512











*51 -295737/4096*E *51 ,437899/4096*E *SI 

2








+347445/1024*E *51 -3718989/8192*E *51 +3053841/16384*E *51











+ 	 185415/65536*E *51 SIN 
2
2 	 6 
 SIN (6*S6+R*M)

" 	E *SI *(l651/2048-100559/12288*E I 

2
4 	 4 
 SIN (4*5G8*)
I





+ 	 E*S1 *(1435/8192-145369/65536*E I 
A-8
 
" E3 *(-1068423/114688.13719047/688128*SI 
6 24 
S51'*(91/40 9 6-3759/8192*E 4135369/65536*E
4 




2 4 2 2 2 




4 2 2 
+ E A51 *(-5g5769/4096+1738701/4096*SI -19034635/65536*51 ) SIN (2*5G+AM) 
6 2 
+ E*SI *(-455/8192+25865/65536*E ) SIN {6M5G+*M) 
4 
+ E*SI 4*(799r/1 02 40 -37114096*5I 
2 
*SI 
2 2 2" 
+2358127/81920*E -1337549/32768*E SIN (S*5 5MI 
3 2 2 4 
+ E *51 *(-702799/0240+4231921/20480*SI -28358101/196608*51 ) SIN (2*SG+5*M) 
2 6 2 
+ E *5I *(91/2048-1505/12288*E I SIN (6*SG+A*M) 
4 2 2 2 
+ SI *(99/256-329/1024*5I 6017/1024*E -18207/2048*E *SI -115609 
4 4 2 
/2048*E +28 3537/4096*E *51 I 
SIN (4*SG+4*M) 
2 2 2 4 
+ E *51 *(-3459/128+43535/512*S -31213/512*51 
2 2 2 4 
/3072*E *SI ,15145223198304*E *51 
2 
24863/256*E -761599 SIN (2*SG4*M) 
3 6 
-819/65536*E *51 SIN (6*SG3*M) 
4 2 2 2 2 
+ E*5I *(43/2048-1589/4096*51 -306991/16384*E *751821/32768*E *51 ) SIN (4*56G3*M) 
" 
2 2 4 2 
E51 *(-1685/256+11651/51Z*SI -140791/8192*5I +144659/2048*E 
2 2 2 4 
-802529/4096*E *51 ,8489153/65536*E *51 
SIN (2*SG*3*M) 
A-9 
+ 91/98304*E *51 SIN (6*5G.*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 




2 2 -4 2 2S

" St, *175/64-1335/512*51 +5719/4096* l *25275/512*E -74621/512*E SIN (2*SG2*4)
 
2 2 4 4 4 2
 





3 4 2 
- E *SI *(101313/6384-691397/98304*5I SIN (4*SG.M) 
2 2 4 2 
+ E*51 *(5415/256-31385/512*5I ,342587/8192*Sl ,207255/2048*E SIN (2*SG1.) 
2 2 2 4
 
.-1187761/4096*E *SI +12862703/65536*E *SI
 
A.2 Expressions of F
 
F F, + + F3 +F2 F4 
* J 
4L ( - 3c2 ) 






5 1 4 2 4) - 3 (3 30c + 35c4)(2 + 3e

F2 s = 128SG7 
 2c2 - 7c ) + 4,(l- 3c2) 
+ n2(5- 1Sc + 5c
3J2'

L S 5 2 4+ +_2n 2]1J 15J4 o22 ..2F* es(1 - 7c') cos-22p 3 - 17 + ( c cos 2g - -- es(1.5c )sing+ 

64L3G7






4 14 4 4 2 
A2*A4.E IL *SI *(685/20 8-735/512.SI I
 





3 12 3 2
 
A2*A3*E jL *S1 *I-23S5128+525,256*SI I 
COEFFICIENT OF COS(2*SG]
 
2 14 2 2 4 2 2 2 4
 
A2*A49E IL *5I *(R55/64-9285/256*512+12075/512*51 +9825,128*E -107835/512*E *51 .70665/512*E *5I
 
2 2 2 2 4
 
" AZ *F /L *5I *(573/64-13U9/4A *5 +3375/256*51 +11611i256*E -115221/1024*E *51 *140865/204B6E o5!





12 Z' 4 a 2 2 2 4 




14 2 4 6 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 4 
A2*A4/L *(.45/16+495/32*51 -3105/128*51 +3045/256*51 -675/32*E +7155164*E *51 -5355/32*E *SI .20055/256*E *51 -5175/64*E 
4 4 6
.jO7325/25*F4*SI2 -31RO5/512-E *5I +565215/?O48F4 *5 ) 
314 2 4 6 2 2 2 4 2' 6 4 
+ A2 /L .(27/8-405/32*51 +2091/128a*5 -111,16.5I .621/32*E -4647/64*E *51 .1527/16.E .51 -42243,1024.E .51 .8271/128.L 
4 2 4 4 4 6
 






3 16 3 2 4
 
A3*A4*E L *51 *1-5295/512+8955/512*51 -29925/4096*5I 1
 
2 3 16 3 2 4
 







A4 *E /L *$I *(-14175/256+239175/1024*5I 132016514096*51 .74235/512.51 1
2 
2 18 2 - 2 
2 2 14 2 2 4 
" A3 *E IL 1 l(.-249/32+1965/128*SI -3975/51251 4 
2 28 24 6 
* A2 *A4*E /L 8*512(-3855/128+91775/1024512-2602509/8192*51 2626995,16304*$1 
4 2 18 2 2 4 6 
2 27 5
 




4 6 2 2 2 2 4 216 2 




2 16 2 4 6 2 2 2 2 4 







a 2 22 18 2 4 6 z 4 4 
A4 /L *(225/128-225/16*51 +20475/512*S$ -94675/2048*51 +152145,8192*5I +675/32*E -19575/128*E *S .795825/2048*L *51
 
2 6 2 8
 
-1668765/4096*E *SI 153615,1024*E *SI 

6 2 2 2 z 4 62 14 2 - 4 
+ A3 IL *9/8..9*51 .1095/64*5I 4875/512*51 +81/8*E -291,4*E *51 +68205/512.E *I -74415/1024*E *5! 1
 
8 2 2 z 2 42 Is 2 4 6 
+ A2 *A4/L *(4135B+7155/64*5I 66525/256*5 +65325,256*51 -23205/256*5 -10935/64*E +143565/128*E *51 -675705/256*E *51
 
2 6 2 9
 
*1080802514096*E *51 -7816305/8192*E SI I
 
a 2 2 2 2 44 18 2 4 6 
* A2 /L *(1755/121-16389/256*51 .24189/256*51 -94863/2048*51 +92nl/8192*51 +13959/128*E -16161/12*E *51 .1506957/2048*E *51
 
2 6 2 8
 
-2871795/8192.F *Sl.1761/1024.E .51 1
 
A.3 Epressions of S 
S - S, + + S3S2 
4 --- ~-. 81 2g(





2 2 47 4 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 2 2 2 
*51-225/256/ING2 525/256/ING 25l
*SI +16625/2048/IN G. * 6125/Z048/Ih G







47 4 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 2 2 2 2 
" A4*E /L SI -(975/256/I"G -6475/512/ING *SI *3575/256/ItIG *5 -2625/512ING *51 -195/128/ING ,905/256/ING '51 -525/256/ING 
4 2 
SI -895/2048/INGC245/512/ING51 I 
247? 4 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 2 2 2 2 




COEFFICIENT OF COS(3*5) ORIGINAL PAGE LS 
2 35 3 2 2 2 7 4 1
IIAZ *A3*A4*E /L *51 *(-15/6411NG +32 5/128/ING *51 -175/128/INC *51 I145/ 92/IiG-665/768/IH6ST 
35 3 2 2 2 2 4 2
" A3*E /L *51 *(-65164/ING +35/16/ING *51 -75/64/IG *51 -II5/1I52/ING.I25/768/If.C*SI 
COEFFICIENT OF SIN(2*SG)
 
2 Z 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 2 2 z ,2 
IIA2 *A4 *E /L .51 *I-75/IING .3025/64/ING *51 -2275/3211NG *51 .8575/256/ING *Sl -2775/64*E /ING +27475/128*E /IING -51 
2 2 4 2 2 6
 
-163625/512.C /ING *61 .,53125/1024*E /ING *51 )
 
2 2.2 3 2 z 2 2 2 2
 
" I/A2 *A3 *E /L SI*(-5/I6/11NG+5/16/IN1G*SI *1/8-15/32*E /ING.15,32*E IIhG*SI 3/16*L I
 
27 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 4
 
" A4*E /L-k*I *(35/4/IN G -295/16ING *51 +2085/256/IG *51 4875/512/Ih *51 -285/32/ING+3095/1I28ING*SI -402 /256/ING*SI .315
G 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 2 2 





.+ 2 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 4 
+ 2 /L 751 ft (117/8/ING -3277/64/ING *51 15275/256/IIG *51 -5925,256/ING *51 -I91/32/IKG64631321lNG*SI -1125/1281/IN 5IA 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 2 






2 5. 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 
1/A2 *A3*A4*E/L *5I*(5/ING-665/32/iNG*SI +1085/64/ING*51 .75/64.E 2/ING *51 -325/128*E /ING *l5 .1751128*E /ING .51 .625/32 
2 2 2 2 4
 
*E /ING-4975164*E IING5I +15925/256*E /I8M*SI I
 
5 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 
+ AZ*E/L *5SI*(-6/ING533/32/ING5I-345,32/ING*5I +65/64*E2/ING25 -3516E2/ING 2*5 +75/64*E2iNG *SI -469/32.E /1I4Q5131 
2 2 2 4 





3 239 3 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 81/A2 *A3*A4 *E /L *51 *11375/32/ING -203875/766/IN *51 +143875/25611NG *51 -1539125/3072/IIJ .51 165375/1024/Ih *SIG G 

0 2 z 2 2 4 2 6 




ORIGINAL PAGE l 
OF POOR QUALM 
23 3 35 3 2 2 2 2 4 
" 11A2 3A3 *E 3 *SI 3(25/64ING -25/32/ING *5? 25/64lING *51 -3l5/1I52/1ING305/1I52/ING5I 231,576) 
2 3 4 3 6 3 H39 3 3 3 76 
-35575/ 8/ING *5' -122251512/ING .51 .11175/512/ING *51 +15755/576
" IIA2*A3*A4*E 	/L *51 *I-2725/96/ING +9775/128/ING *51 

2
2 4 .2 62 2 2 

-812875/12288/ING *5T -22405/1536/IHGC21450516144/lIGtSl 21385/1024/ING




39 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 2
 
L	 *51 -6375/64/I. G *51 -7933/768/I11C -142279
+ A2*A3*E 9*51 1*-455/8/ING ,67695/256/ING *51 -14645/32/IN G *51 489525/256/IN G 
I 	 . 2,'2 2 4 " 2 6 2 4
 
s557205/18432/I'G *51 -IN +
4
 > %08/NG *51 	 118525/12288 51 l0I031536IhC249B5/1536/INC*S1 .40315/4096/1tN-10I 
COEFFICIENT OF 5?N(2SG)
 
3 2 3 4 3 6 3 33 3 2 11 2 3 






3 2 27 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 	 2 






3 4 3 6 3 a2 2 11 2 3 3 2 
+ I/A2*A4 *E /L *51 *(-1025/4/ING +28325/16/ING *51 -291875/64/11;C *5? .2865575/512/ING .51 -421325/128/ING *51 +1549625 
2 4 - 2 6 2 83 10 2 2 2 
/2048/ING *5! 	-75/32/ING .5225,128/IrC *5I +14425/64/ING *51 -3 389 75/1024/ING *51 +305025/204/IhG *5I .4125128/jIN -79725 
6
 
/512/ING.5j2.4 4 0055 2048/ING*S14-2474 5/256/II*51 )
 
2 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 	 2 
+ I/AZA3 *E /L *SI .1-105/8/INC .5775/128/ING *51 -13015/256/ING *51 .4825/256/ING *51 4635/192/ING.275/32/ING*51 *355/64 
4 
211 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 
" A2*A4*E / '*5? *(45/4/ING 36035/16/ING *51 -30035/16/NG *51 13235/4/IhG *51 -10467225/4096/NG *S1 +6026125/8192/ING *51 
2 8 	 210 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 	 G 5 1 
.492185/512/NG *51 195565/256/ING *51 -228375/1024/ING *SI 1285/64/ING-63925/512/IN * 
-1595/16/iUG .33245/64/ING *51 
4 6 
,867503/4096/ING51 875665/8192/INGSi I 
3 4 3 6 3 a 
" A2 *E /L *51 * 1053/4/ING -24633/16/IHG *51 .172861/48/ING *S .2156315/512/ING *51 +1008572514096/ING *$1 -2358375/4096
3 2 11 2 3 3 2 
1

3 10 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 a 
/ING *51 .1215/32,ING .22647/128/IfG *51 -153269/512/ING SI 454155/2043/ING *51 -158251256NG *51 -3815/512/IN*7951 






2 2 2 2 4 2 6' 2 8 2 3 
1/A2 *A3*A4 *E/L *51*(-50/ING +3325/8/ING *51 -61 6 
3 2 '9 
575/512/ING *51 +723275/512/ING *51 .3543925/6144/ING *51 +1125/32*E /ING 
2 3 6 2 3 3 2 3 10 2 22 2 3 4 
.392475

*5? -120375/512*E /IG *51 416625/32*E /ING *51 62925125/6144.E /ING 51 +961625/6144.E 1ING *s1 -2925/8E /IG 
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 
/128*E /ING *51 -71025/8.E /ING *51 +7975975/768*E /ING .51 -12986225/3072*E /ING -51 
3 3 5 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 
/ING2*5 225/32*E /ING *5? 25/64.E /ING *51 35/32*E 
+ 1/A2 *A3 *E/L 5I*(35/32/INGS? 35/32/ING*S4+1/6-35/48*5i 2_25/64.E 
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 
G 51 





9 2 2 4 

t51(150/ING-15825/16/IG *51 *574175/256/ING *51 -1640825/768/ING *5 *750575/1024/ING *51 +285/4/ING
" t/A2*A3*A4*EL . 
2 4 6 2 3 2 2 3 4 5 2 3 6
 
-21705/64ING*51 ,125555,256/ING-5I -115605/512/lNo5,s 




-258925/1536*E /14 5I .7875/128.E /ING .51 

2 3 a 2 3 10 2 2 2 2 2 
13825/16*E /ING -707445/128*E lING *51 +1242358/1024*E /ING *51 -68666125
 
2 2 2 2 4 2
 
/6144.E /111 *S +15171975/4096-E /1NG *SI +25725/64*E /ING-934995/512*E /ING*51 +2583775/1024*E /ING*S1 -569695/512*E /1N





2 4 2 6 2 8
9 2 2 2 

" A2.A3.EIL *51*(-108/IG +8619/16'1NG 5I -1519933/1536/ING *51 .4076151512/1NG *51 -30375/12B/TNG *S -99/qAq/!44329/64/1iN 
6 2 3 2 2 3 4 3 3 6 2 32 4 
105975/512*E /IJV

*51 .7535/128/IN051 ,7875/512/lNG051 -195/8*E /ING *5I 201475,1536*2 /ING *51 386335/1536*E ING *51 

2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 
*51 -31875,512*E /ING *51 -7323/16*E /ING *51769/24*E /IN *51 -11443601/3072*E /ING *514b73O15/2048*E2/ING2bl-3178525 
8 2 3 10 2 2 

2 2 62 2 8 2 2 2 4 
/4096*E /1IRG*51 -6593/64*E /I.5 129l89/51Z*E /ING*51 366959/2048*E /IG*51 ,10824514096*E /11,0*51 1 
A 4 Exprssions of F 
ORQAVO~~ORIGIh1n P GE IS~+3+4 
***t ** ** ** 
F




1/A2.A4 /L141675/256.E2/ING.5l 4_1575/256*E /ING*5I 6+367511024*E /ING*Sl .3375/512*E4/ING2.Sl4_562b/256.L4lING2 516 49875 
421 8 4 2 4 8 4 4 4 6 4 8 
/ING l2* 15525/512* 4/ING14_I -15225/256*4/N*516.33075/1024E
4/ING5Ia
 
/20468E /ING2*SI .18375/2048*4/IfG0*SI10-675/2564 

I 
4 4 4210 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 
*ING
 





2 4 2 6 2 6 2 I/ING 
31 O5/128*Sl .3045256*SI .585,128E2,1NG*SI 
14 2 4 6 
2715 256*E2 11hG*516+ 575/256*E 51 675/32 E2 
" A2*A4/L 14* .45 16.4951 32*51 
2 2 2 4 2 6 4 2 4 4 2 6 4 2 8 4 
5 194251512*E 4 N S!16 0725256*E4/N 2*Sl a-7875 
512*E 
.7155/64*E2 *51 -5355/32*EZ S1 .20055/256*E *51 
.2925/256.E4ING2l 
2 10 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 4 E 
/IG*SlT +114975/2048*E 4ING.SI -5175/64*E .107325,256* /ING *51 585/128*E 40ING5l 227135/512*E4ING*51 -O215/1024*E 

2 4 4 4 6
 
.51 -311805/512*E *5! .565215/2048*E *51 1
 
4 2 6 2 8 23 14 2 4 6 2 
*675/256E2 /ING51 .621/32*L -4647/644ING*5l

" A23L *(27/8-405/32*51 +2091/128*5I -111/16*51 +507/256*E2 /ING*SI4 -585/128*E2 

4 2 6 4 2 8 4 22 2 2 4 2 6 4 2 4 
2*5 -3375/512*E /ING *51,9225/512*E /1ING
E2 *SI +1527/16*E25 .42243/1024E 251 .2535/5121 4ING2 51 -8385/512*E /ING 21! 

10 4 '2 4 4 
 4 6 4 8 4 4 2 
-507/256*E /IG*SI1 .741/32*E411N*51 -46305/1024.E4iNG*SI *24975/1024*E ,4ING*Sl *8271/128.E -61959/256*E451 2662529 
4 4 4 6
 






2 3 18 2 2 4 4 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 10 
1/A2 *A4 /L *{-3375/128*E lING*51 167625/1024*E /ING *5! -727 125/2048*E /ING *51 .134137514096.E /Ike *S1 -900375/8192
 
2 2 12 
.E /ING *! 1
 
2 2' 14 2 4 6 2 4 2 6 2 a 2 
" I/A2 *A3 *A4/L *1-15/16*51 *2 5/64*S -105132.51 -225/128.E /IfG*SI .975,256.E /ING*51 -525/256.E /NO*51 15/16.E -165/8
 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 
*E *51 .1065/16.E *51 -12705/256*E *l 1
 
2 18 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 2 2 6 
" A4 IL *!225/128.225,16*51 .20475/512*S1 -94675/2048.51 152145/819.2S! .225/128.E /114G.51 .62475/1024.E /ING .51 -912675 
2 z 8 2 2 10 2 2 12 2 4 2 6 I
 
/4096%E /ING *51 +53182512048*E / NG *51 -1635375/16384*E /ING *51 12825/256*E ING.1 +199125/1024.E 1ING*51 -126525
 
2 8
2 4 2 6
2 to 2 2 2
2 8 
ING*51! .675/32*E -19575/128*E *51 ,795875/2O48fE *51 -1668765/4096*E *51 ,153015/1024*E *51
/512*E /iNG*51 .422625/4096*E 

2 4 2 6 2 8 - 2 22 14 2 4 6 

+ A3 /L **9/8.135/16*51 +939/64*5! -975/128*S! -195/128*E ING*S! 105/32*E ,INGASI -225/128*E /ING*51 +153/16*E -g9a/16*E 
*5! +?5179/256*E 51 -,6135/128.E*51 1, 
6 2 2 4 2 2 6 
" AZ A4L *(-1351.7155/64*51 -66525,256.51 +65325/256*51 -23205/256*51 +7995/128*E /INC *5! .267825/1024*C/ISG '51
2 18 2' 4! 
2 2 8 2 2 10 2 2 12 2 4 2 6 
.417315/1024*.E /ING *SI -1145325/4096*E /IRG *51 .291375/4096*1 /ING *5I -9855/128*E IHG*SI *29545/1024%E /1G*51
 
2 8 2 10 2 2 2 2 , 2 6 






4 6 8 2 2 4 z 2 6 
" A2 It. *(1755/128-16389/256*SI +24189,256*51 94863/204851 +92n1/!192*S! +4563/128*E /iNO *51 -169923,1024E /lN( *51
418 2 

2 2 8 2 2 10 2 2 12 2 , 2 6 
1185585/4096*E 1ING *51 -459225/2048*E /ING *SI +266625/4096*E /ING *SI -7449/256*E /ING*51 +6663/64*E /INGS1 -127215 
2 8 2 10 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 2
*5! +1761/1024*E












EXPRESSIONS OF SHORT-PERIOD. LONG-PERIOD, AND SECULAR PERTURBATIONS
 
The notation used in the following'printout is the same as that in Appendix A; refer to page A-1 for definitions.
 
B.1 Second-Order Short-Period Perturbations due to J2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
4 2 4 
L8 A2 (e cos g) 'E4*(-3531/2048.96383/8192*512-80455/16384*Sl 4 CGS (3A5G-M)
 
2 2 4 2 
+ E *(-?505/128.10041/256*SI -9837/512*51 -10141/128*E +161085/1024 COS (S-M)
 
2 2 2 4
 
*E *SI-I54871/2048E *SI )
 
5 2 4 
. +.E *(-2607/2560.15381/2048*51 -36433/5120*51 ) Cos (3*SG-?*M) 
3 2 4 2 2 2
 





4 2 4 
+ E *(.7R8I,2O48.2629,2O4e*SI 27701/8192*SI ) COS (56-31) 
5 2 4 
+ E *(-10837/5120-4411/1024*SI 150897/20480*SI C05 (SG-4*M)
 
3 2 4 2 2 2




2 4 2 2 2 
" E*(-405/64+1147/64*S1 -6479/512*5I -4725/128*E ,3171/32*E *51 C05 (56) 
2 4 4 4 2 4 










+E *51 *(-419483/8t92+966741/16384*51 3 

3 2 4 2 2 2
 







+r *(.514627/10240t155935/2048*5l -24851673/20480*SI 3 

2 2 4 2 2 2
 








+E *(-54599/2048+3841207/8192*51 -9759763/16384*51 

2 4 2 2 2 2
 
+E*(-251/128*bS +75/32*5I +753/256*1 +4047/256*E *5I -615,256*E 

4 4 4 2 4 4
 
*51 .6963/512*E -76035/2048*E *5I +17631/256*E *51
 
3 2 4 2
 
+E *(-3387/256+53447/256*51 -135827/512*SI -4043/128*E -1897493 

2 2 2 4
 
/2048* 51 ,1302077/1024*E *51 3
 
2 4 2 2 2 2 4
 
-21,64*51 .51/128*51 +63/64*E +63/16*E *51 -3315/512*E *51 -2781 

4 4 2 4 4
 




+E *(400941/2560-302529/1024*51 *156863/1280*5I 

2 2 4 2
 
"+E*(-759/128+40605/512*51 -103293/1024*5I -9999/512*E -216449/512 

2 2 2 4
 
*E *SI ,2399207/4096*E *Sl
 
2 4 2 2 2
 
+ E*(27/128+75/28*S -69/64*51 -117/64*E -465/256*E *51 .681/128*E 
4 4 4 2 4 4
 
































2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*(-2B5/12R+2847/128*51 -3633/128*51 -1245/128*E -45735/256*E *51 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
+31797/128*E *51 +45573/1024*E .2637/1024*E *SI--41471/512*E *51 
COS (3*5G4*4M) 
3 2 4 2 2 
+E *(7413/128-3577/32*b .12323/256*51 +26275/1024*E -50571/1024*E 
2 2 4 
*S1 .45269/2048*E *S1 
C05 (5G+4*M) 
2 2 4 2 2"2 
+E *(-27/64-63/512*5I 855/1024*5I .351/512*E .45/1024.E *51 
2 4 
/4096*E *51 
-5049 COS (5*SG3*4) 
2 4 2 2 2 
-9/16+173/64*51 -449/128*51 -191/64*E -8519/128*E *51 +46525/512 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
*E *51 .30277/1024*E -158251/4096*E *51 -5483/8192*E *51 
COS (3*56+3*) 
2 2 4 2 2 
+E *(4147/128-16235/256*5I +14309/512*51 .883/32*E -52689/1024*E 
2 2 4 
*5! +44167/2048*E *51 ) 
C05 (5G+3*) 
3 2 4 2 2 2 





2 4 2 2 2 
+E*(9/16-1167,64*51 +1443/64*51 +2409/128*E -8391/256*E *51 +5361 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
/512*E *51 +487/16*E -35419/512*E *51 +2337/64*E *51 1 
COS (3*5G62*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+E*(255/16-4041/1285I +453/32*51 +5775/256*E -159/4*E *51 +7551 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 





+41/16384*51 C (5*5G+M) 
2 2 4 2 2 2 






* 2 4 2 2 2 
+81/1b-75/8*5I .231/64*5! .87/8*E -1269/128*E *SI -1077/256*E 
4 4 2 4 ,4 
*22953/1024*E -63/512*E *51 -133863/4096*E *5I 
2 4 
*5I COS {SG M) 
84 
L2(e sin g) = 2 E4*(-3531/2048+96377/8192*SI -180445/16384*5I 
4 
) SIN 13*5G-V) 
2 2 4 2 
+ E *(.2607/128413485/256*5 -17163/512*5I -5401/64*E +22n327/1024 
2 2 2 4 
*F *51 -275921,ZO48*E *51 I 
SIN (5G-N) 
5 2 4 
+ E A(-2607/2560+76881/1024051 -7285/1024*5! ) SIN (3*SG.*M) 
3 2 4 2 2 
+ E *i{2109/256+2971/128*SI -8023/512*SI -9055/256*E +24121/256*E 
2 2 4 
*51 -62191/1024*E *51 I 
51N (S&2I) 
4 2 4 
+ E *(-10887,2048+34583/2048*51 -100213/8192*5I I SIN (SG-3*M) 
5 2 4 
+ E *(-21113/5120.77861/5120*51 -48363/4096*5 
] ) SIN (5G-4-M) 
3 2 4 2 2 2 
+ E *(-109/128+545/512*SI -137/1024*51 -1365/512*E +1661/512*E *51 
2 4 
-6312048*E *51 I -
SIN (3*5G) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E(-441/64+1307/64*51 -7535/512*51 -4911/128*E .26305/256*E *51 
- 2 4 4 4 2, 4 




5 2 2 
+ E *51 *(-59229/512*16897/128*51 I SIN (5*5G10*M) 
4 2 2 
+ E *51 *(-419483/8192+966741/16384*51 1 SIN (5*5C9*M) 
3 2 4 2 2 2 





ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
5 2 4 
+ E ,*(409317/10240+9634329/I0240*SI -4869933/4096*51 ) SIh (3*SG,8*M)
 
2 2 4 2 2 2
 





4 2 4 
+ E *(-44831/2048+3772465/8192*51 -9531233/16384*51 SIN (3*5G+7*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 2
 
" E*(-251/128*S .75/32*51 *753/256*E +4047/256,L *51 -6165/256*E SIN (5C O+6*P
3

4 4 4 2 4 4
 
*51 -6963/512*E -76035/2048*E *51 +17631/256*E *5!
 
3 2 4 2
5

+ E *(-2R85/256+52257/2 6Sl -132003/512*51 -10407/256*E -1879953 SIN (3*5G+6* ) 
2 2 2 4
 
/2048*E *5I +1289037/1024*E *51 I
 
2 4 2 2 2 2 4 
-21/64*51 51/128*51 +63/64*E .63/16*E *51 -3315/512*E *51 -2781 SIN (5*5G65*4) 
4 4 2 4 4
 
/512*E -40317/4096*E *51 +175545/8192*E *51
 
5 2 43 3 5 9
 
+ E *(22R8 9/2560- 657 /1280*51 ,108625/512*5I ) SIN (S+6*M) 
2 2 4 2 
+ E *(-675/128+39411/512*51 -99567/1024*51 -11853/512*E -107119/256 SIN (3-SG 5*M) 
2 2 2 4
 
*E *sI +2374501/4096*E *5I
 
2 4 2 2 2 2
 
+ 2*(27/128+75/128*S1 -69/64*51 -117/64*2 -465/256*E *51 -681/128*2 SIN (5*SG+4*M) 
4 4 4 2 4 4
 




" E ,(122057/2048-374603/2048.SI .1126583/8192*51 ) SIN (Sb.5*N)
 
2- 4 2 2 2
 
" E*(-267/128a2721/128*SI -3441/128*51 -1401/128*2 -45219/256*E *51 5IN (3*SG+4*M)
 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4
 




OP ?O)() QA t~l 
3 2 4 
+ E3*(4959/128-14935/128*51 +22133/256*51 
2 2 2 4 
/1024*E *51 156449/2048*E *51­
2 
61879/1024*E -141475 SIN (5G+4*14I 
2 2 
+ E *(-27/64-63/512*5I 
2 4 
/4096*E *51 1 
4 2 .2 2 
855/1024*SI +351/512*E ,45/1024*E *51 -5049 SIN (5*SG3*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
-9,16*155/64*5I -395/128*SI -209/64*E -8411/128*E *51 +45967/512 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
*E *51 +30745/1024*E -15 8053/4096*E *51 -7193,8192*E *51 
5IN 13*SG-3*M) 
2 2 4 
+ E *(3077/128-18091/256*51 .26347/512*51 
2 .2 2 4 
*E *51 +132369/2048*E *51 
2 





2 4 2 2 2 2 
-11/64*51 +15/128*E -15/128*E *51 .1/1024*E SIN (5*SG+2*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*(9/16-1149/64*51 +1419/64*51 2427/128*E -8373/256*E -51 .5277 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
/512-E *SI 1953/64*E -2211/32*E *51 +4653/128*E *51 I 
SIN (3*5G 2*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*(213/16-4845/128*SI ,1725/64*5I .9003/256*E -10401/128*E *51 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
.23571/512*E *51 +35693/512*E -325343/2048*E *5I +22365/256*E 5I 
SIN (SG+2*.) 
4 2 4 
+ E *(-9/512+149/8192*51 *41/16384*SI ) SIN (5*56+1') 
2 2 4 2 2 
+ E M(81q/123.6093/512*SI +4323/1024*51 +5999/512*E -17437/512*E 
2 2 4 
*Sl +89339/4096*E *51 1 
5IN (3*56+N) 
2 4 2 2 2 2 4 
+ 63/16-21/2*5I *465/64*51 +123/8*E -3975/1'28*E *51 3657/256*E *51 
4 4 2 4 4 
34863/1024*E -34821/512*E *51 +118983/4096*E *51 
SIN (SG+M) 
'B-6 
8 224 ORIGINAL PAGE 1" 
SIN 1(4*56-M)A2(l + E -3/1O240+7/40960*51 -481/163840*SI ) OF.pOOR QJALTYN 
3 2 4 2 
+E (-435/128+6613/256*5! -6291/256*51 -27111/2048*E +795743/8192 SIN (2*5G-M)
 
2 2 2 4
 









3 1 SIN (2*5G-I*M)







5 2 4 
+E *(634449/I0240-4943451/40960*51 .1894533/32768*51 ) SIN (5*M) 
4 2 4 
+E *(5963/128-23497/256*51 +89899/2048*51 SIN (4*11) 
2 4 2 2 2
 









3 2 4 2 
+E *(4675/128-37401/512*5I *72123/2048*SI +169959/2048*E -1381245 SIN (3*m) 
2 2 2 4
 
/8192*E *51 +2676531/32768*F *51
 
2 .2 4 2 2 2
 






2 4 2 2 2
 
+E*(543/16-4557/64*51 +9303/256*51 .14739/128*E -122325/512*2 SIN
*51 (M)
 
2 4 4 4 2
 





5 2 4 
+E *(419483/10240-34093/10240*SI -2619493/20480*SI 511I (4*5G+ *M)
 
4 2 4
 SIN (4*5G+B*M)+E *(10531/512-1967/1024*SI -31201/512*51 
8-7 
3 !1 2 . 2 
"+E * (1221/128-131/128*51 -27241OI024*SI .83903,2048*E +44851/8192 

2 2 2 4 
*E *51 +4014439/32768*E *51
 
5 2 4 
+ E *(-1595203/10240.5149807/8192*S1 -49345893/81920*51 2 

2 2 4 2 2 .2
 








"-E *(-177/2+2I317/64*51 -9993/32*51 

2 4 2 2 2
 
" E*(21/16-3/16*51 -201/64*51 -927/128*E .669/512*E *51 +36897/2048 

2 4 4 4 2 4 4
 
*F *51 +8349/1024*E -3029/2048*E *51 -207343/8192,E *51 1
 
3 2 4 2
 
+E *(-5q49/128482339/512*SI -150705/1024*SI +221019/2048.E 

2 2 2 4
 
-2594767/4096*E *SI 42636283/4096*E *51
 
2 4 2 2 2 2 4 
+ 9/32-3/64*51 -39/64*51 -39/16*E +33/64*1 *b1 .339/64*E *51 +723 
4 4 2 4 4
 
/256*L -315/512*E *51 -1989/256*E *51
 
2 2 4 2 2 
+ E *(-1353/64,8319/128*51 -14823/256*5I +8463/128*E -185091/512*E 
2 2 4
 
*51 +364173/1024* *SI 2
 
2 4 2 2 2 2
 
+ E*(-9/169/64*5I +261/256*51 .117/128*E -63/256*E *51 -513/256*E 
4 4 4 2 4 4
 
*51 +171/1024*E -351/4096*2 *51 .5175/16384*E *51 2
 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*(109/16+1025/64*S[ -1775/128*51 5389/128*E -53641/456*E *51 
2 4 4 4 2 4 




2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 

















2 4 2 2 2 2 4
 
,423/6*E -593/6*E
2Or ?OOR Q1AL1-15/4*51 .99/32*51 423/165E -7593/64,E 51 + 831/64*E *SI -.2799 SIN (2*SG 2*M)
 
4 4 2 4 4
 
/64*E -86691/512*E *5! +142785/1024*E *S1
 

















+ E:*(153/16-1377/32*SI +1233/32*SI +2427/128*E -45021/512*E *51 
2 4 4 4 2 4
 














3 2 2 
 I




















+ CI*E *(-1631/128.2863/256*5I 
2 2
 








+ CI*E *(-693/64+5037/512*5 
.. 2" 2 2 ? 2
 
" CI*E *(-645/64+lZ7/128*51 -39051128*E *1873/64*E *51 1 





























































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
(46.*3C!* 2SI 
SIN (4SSGIq*M)
+ CI*E *(.419483/10240-351297/20480*51 
4 2 
SIN (4*5G-A*M)
+ CIAE *(-0531/512-2141/256*SI 3 
2 2 2 2
 
3 SIN 14*SG.7*M)





+ CiTE *(1595?03/10240-3440013/20480*51 3 
2 2 2 2 2
 SIN (4*5G,6*H)






+ CI*E *(177/2-48047/512*51 ) 
2 2 z 2 4 





3 2 2 2 2
 
5I .221019/2048*E ,291285/2048*E *51 SIN (2*56.5*)+ CI*E *(5949/128-12279/256 
2 2 2 2 4 4 2
 
+ Cl*(-9/32-3/32*51 ,39/16*E +45/64*E *51 -723,256*E -51/64*E *SI 3 SIN (4*5G+4*M) 
2
2 2 2 2 

+ CI*F. *(1353/64-1323/64*51 -8463/128*E *11439/128*E *51 3 SIN (2*5G 4*M) 
2 4
2 2 2 4 

SIN (4*SG+*M)





2 2 2 2 4
 (2*5G.3*M)






2 2 2 

I SIN (4*SG2*M)
+ CI*F *(-9/32-3/64SI -5/32*E -1/64.E *SI 
2 2 2 2 4 4 2
 
SIN
+ CI*{9/8*S -423/16*E +2349/64*E *51 -2799/64*E +4113/64*E *51 3 (2*5G+2*M) 
2 2
3 2 2 
 (4*5G-1)







2 2 2 2 4 
+ CI*E*(-153/16.225/16*b1 -2427/128*E .8307/256*E *51 -33661/1024tE 
4 2 









+ E *51 *(-121/128.1b/64*5I 
2 2 2 
3381/4096*E -22011/8152*E .51 1 COS (2*56-m) 
4 2 
+ E *51 *(-99l2l-20 1/512*5 
2 
) COS (2*5G-2*M) 
5 2 




+ 27/1024*E ,51' (05 (4*50) 
5 2 4 
+ E *(74285/1024-11243/64*51 .2341411/16384*51 ) COS (5*1) 
4 2 
+ E *(1413/3Z-851/8 *$I 
4 
21683/256*Sl COS (4*M) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
+ E *51 *(15132-9/0*SI +225/64*E -867/128*E *SI ) COS (2*5G) 
3 2 4 2 2 
+ E *1(1671/64-4005/6*51 +49779/1024*51 65349/1024*E -20475/128*E 
2 2 4 
*51 +2205063/16384*E *51 I 
COS (3*1) 
2 2 4 2 2 2 




2 4 2 2 2 
+E*(63,8-754*1 .1749/j28*5 +1791/64*E -4407/64*E *51 .56145 
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 
/1024*E *51 +34655/512*E -21839/128#E *51 +11799L9/8192*E *SI 
COS (M) 
5 4 
+ 809433/4096*E *S1 COS (4*5G+Q*) 
8-11 
4 4 
+ 78973/1024*E *51 
3 4 2
 




+ E *51 *(131,83651/20480-39928347/40960*5 ) 
2 4 2
 
+ E *51 *(2025/256-5535/1286*E 
4 2 2 
-+ E *51 *(42243,128-242427/512*SI ) 
4 2 4
 
+ E*51 *(57/32-11349/1024*E .86557/4096*E 

3 2 2 2 2
 





4 2 4 
+ 51 *(l5y64-267/Ii8*E .573/128*E 3 
2 2 2 2 2 2
 
" E *51 *(873/16-5139/64*5I -2385/16*E 12003/64*E *51 3 

4 2 4 
+ *5I *(.27128351/512*E -1647/8192*E 
2 2 2 2 2 4 





2 4 2 
" E *51 *(15/256.11/256 E 

2 2 2 2 2 4 4
 
























OE POOR QALiTYORIGINL PAG1U tz> 
2 2 2 2 2 4 





92 4 2 2 4 
45/8*E -465/32*E *51 *405/32*E-*5, +525 COS (0)
+ 9/8-45/16*51 +141/64*51+ 
4 4 2 4 4
 
/32*E -5565/128*E *SI *5145/128*E *51
 
B.2 Third-Order Short-Period Perturbations due to
 
2 4j (L22 ­
cos g) E *(.101661/1024.3272847/8192*51 -2244285/4096*51 8062407/32768 COS (SG-M) 
6 
*SI 
63 2 4 (5G-2*t )

+ E *(-4719/256+60817/512*Sl -1830619/8192*51 .2007615/16384*51 COg 
3 2 4 COS (3*5G)






2 4 6 
COS (Sc)
+ E*(-1431/32+339305/2048*51 -608905/2048*51 +649501/8192*SI 
2 2 2 2 4
 





3 2 2- 4 -COS (7*SG 1O*N)





+ E *51 *(60477/8192-26809/4096*SI -79903/32768*51 ) 
2 4 6 2 
COS (7*SGR*M)
+ E*(3141/2048*51 -2835/2048*5I -483/1024*51 -15705/4096*E -90549 
2- 6
 
/4096*E *51 ,12795/512*E *51 43507/5t2*E *51

2 2 2 4 

63 2 4 
-82777912048*51 COS (5*SG *M)
+ E *(91719/4096-1156757/4096*51 +1298749/2048*S1 
B-13
 
2 4 6 2 2 2
 
* 189/1024*51 -87/512*S14213/4096*SI -945/1 024*E -8955/2048*E 2*51 COS (7*5G+7*M)
 
2 4 2 6
 









2 4 6 2 
+ E*C-135/024-513/1024*51 +657/1024*51 +63/b12*51 675/256*E COS (7*56G*M)
 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 




+ E*(2025/1024-15059/I1024*51 .31791/1024*51 -21249/1024*51 +5955 COS (5*5G 6*M)
 
2 2 2 2 4 2
 














2 2 4 6
 
+ E *(405/1024 2835/8192*5I -3405/4096*51 -2Z35/32768*51 COS (75*G+S*M)
 
2 4 6 2
 
+ 81/256.1209/1024*SI .10491/5120*51 -6267/4096*51 +1035/1024*E COS {5*5G,5*M)
 
2 2 2 4 2 6 










3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-405/1024+117/2048*SI .881/2048*51 -1/64*51I COS (7*SG+4*M)
 
2 4 6 2
 
+ E.(-81/128+6177/512*51 -34965,1024*51 +6243/256*51 -36675h1024*E COS (5*SG4*M)
 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 








2 4 6 
+ E*({-1923/128+143967/1024*51 -73299/256*51 +1390977/8192*51 +61653 
2 2 z 2 4 2 




3 2 4 
" E *(815337/2048-2727721/2048*51 +26070443/16384*51 -5289351/8192 
6 
COS {SG+4*M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *C-12231/2048+9679/8192*S1 +124977/8192*5l .309315/32768*SI COS (5*SG+3*M) 
2 4 6 
-459/256+13397/1024*51 -26437/1024MS1 +64591/4096*SI +28453/1024 
2 2 2 2 4 2 6 
sE -1232385/2048*E *S1 +1398121/1024*E *S1 -3379417/4096sE *5l 
COS 13*5G+3*M) 
2 2 4 6 
" E *(51137,256-5549135/8192*51 +3333259/4096*51 -10786333/32768*5I C05 (SG+3*13) 
3 2 4 6 
+ E *(1791/256-21167/Z048*51 +3047ZI/8192*51 -80417/Z048*51 3 (05 (5*5G+2*M) 
2 4 6 
4 E*(10611/1024-102189/1024*SI +819621/4096*51 -236097/2048*51 
2 2 2 2 4 
+78447/512*E -309369/4096*E *Sl -2201055/4096*E *51 +8029233 
2 6 
/16384*E *51 1 
C05 (3*5G2*M) 
2 4 6 
" E.(84963/1024-292167/1024*51 +1396197/4096*51 -68769/512*5I 
2 2 2 2 4 




2 2 4 6 
+ E *(23g61/2048+1275795/8192*I -3550389/8192*51 +9027063/32768*5I COS (3*SG+M) 
2 4 6 
+ 2349/128-67929/1024*51 +21309/256*5 -137727/4096*51 +4n929/1024 
2 2 2 2 4 2 6 
*F -525045/2048*E *SI ,494577/1024*E *5I -132759/512*E *5I 
COS (5GM) 
B-15 





3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-2235/256+7003/2048MSI .239989/8192*51 -496561/16384*51 
3 2 4
 







+ E*(.1215/32+250687/2048*51 -250215/2048*51 +308811/8192*51 
2 2 2 2 4
 






3 2 2 4
 
" E *51 *(13797/512-192551/8192*SI -77401/0192*51 4 

2 2 2 4
 
+ E *S *(60477/8192-26809/4096*SI -79903/32768*SI ) 
2 4 6 2
 
+ E*(3141/2048*51 -2835/2048*51 -483/1024*51 -15705/4096*E -90549 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 
/4096*E *5J +12795/512*E *SI +3507/512*E *bI
 
3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(85437/4096-1143413/4096*S1 .82369/128*5I -857985/2048*51 
- 2 4 6 2 2 2
 
+ 189/1024*51 -87/512*51 -213/4096*51 -945/1024*E -8955/248*E *51 
2 4 2 6
 









2 4 6 2
 
+ E*-C-135/1024-513/I024*SI +657/1024*SI -63/512*51 +675/256*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 


















































2 4 6 o 
" E*(197/1024-14735/1024*51 +32673/1024*51 -22671/1024*51 +6495 
2 2 2 2 4 z 




3 2 4 
+ E *(-3595/256+1845369/1024*51 -31900973/8192*51 +38250885/16384 SIN (3*SG+6*t) 
*Sf 
6 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(405/1024+2835/8192*S1 -3405/4096*51 -2Z35/32768*SI SIN (7*5G5M) 
2 4 6 2 
+ 81/255-1155/1024*5I 11211/5120*5I -7209 '4096*S1 ,1197/1024*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
+781971/10240*E *51 -286143/1280*E *SI +636477/4096*E *51 
SIN (5*SG+5*) 
2 2 4 




3 2 4 6 
+ E *(-405/1024+11?/2048*51 .881/2048*51 -1/64*51 ) SIN (7*SG+4*M) 
2 4 6 2 
" E*(-81/128+6123/512*51 -35217/1024*51 .6345/256"51 -3683711024*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
+99/512*E *51 +640155/8192*E *51 -562083/16384*E *5I 
SIN (5*SG+4*M 
2 4 6 
- Fo(-1797/128+132411/1024*SI -134841/512*51 +1275681/8192*51 SIN (3*5G+4*M) 
2 2 2 2 4 
+25425/204P*E -893919/512*E *5I +70101849/16384*E *51 -43488213 
2 6 
/16384*E *51 2 
3 2 4 
+ E *(573015/2048.2391511f2048*SI .28833229/16384SI -721308/8192 SIN (SG+4*M) 
6 
*51 1 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(-12231/2048+10165/8192*51 +125949/8192*51 -315633/32768*51 SIN (5*SG+3*M) 
2 -4 6 
-405;256+11921/1024*51 -24123/1024*5L +59635/4096*51 +25069/1024 5IN (3*5G3*M) 
2 2 2 2 4 2 6 




+ E *(77375/512-5052041/8192*S1 
4 .6 
+3702949/4096*31 
-14438531/32768*51 SIN (SG+3*M) 
3 
+ E *(1791/256-21185/2048*SI 
2 4 6 
+304601/8192*51 -80367/2048*SI SIN 5*SG 2*M) 
2 4 6 
" E*C10503/1024-96531/1024*SI ,769389/4096*SI -220845/2048*51 
2 2 2 2 4 
* +80049/512*E -202413/4096*E *SI -1153317/2048*E *5I *7879293 
2 6 
/16384*E *51 I 
SIN (3*5G*2*M) 
2 4 6 
+ E*(69189/1024-271701/1024*51 +1519335/4096*51 -352839/2048*51 
2 2 2 2 4 
+60411/256*E -3141609/4096*E *51 +232623/256*E *SI -5862405/16384 
2 6 
*E *SI 2 
SIN (SG.2*M) 
2 2 4 6 
E *(24051/2048+1305351/8192*51 -3513519/8192*51 +8699187/32768*51 SIN (3*SGM) 
2 4 6 2 
+ .1917/128-57327/1024*51 +9789/128*I51 -141369/4096*5! +46383/1024*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
-172491/2048*E *51 +60603/1024*E *5I -3045/512*E *SI 
SIN cSG.M) 
L 23 2 4 6 " 
1 -L12 
2 
3 + g) = E *{-64651024-524963/4096*51 +1375237/4096*551 6813561/32768*51 SIN (2*5G-M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(-22793512 190187/1024*51 -2183813/8192*51 +526185/4096*51 SIN (2*5G) 
3 2 4 




2 2 4 6 
+ E ,(21255/i28-85473/18*SI .1959309/2048*31 921519/2048*5I I SIN (2*M) 
B-18 
2 4 - 6 
SIN {t)"
+ E*(21417/128-80691/128*SI .1704873/2048*51 -1479315/4096*51 
2 2 2 2 4
 




3 2 4 6
 
+ E *f-20159/1536+5039/2048*SI ,27567/16384*Sl .1388583/65536*51 I SIN 16*SG6Q*M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(-1047/256+861/1024*S1 +267/512*51 +50907/8192*51 I SIN (6*SG8*Nl) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E*(-63/64+57/256*51 .255/2048*51 411445/819g*5I ,5883/512*E -3189 SIN (6*SG67*M) 
2 6
 
/1024*E *51 123979/16384*E *51 -1018497/65536*E *51
 













-9/64+9/256*51 9/512*51 .189/1024*51 +45/16*E -27/32*E *51 -45 

2 4 2 6
 
/128*E t5I -28035/8192*E *51
 
2 2 4 6"
 
+ E2*(7111/256-12615/256*51 +3819/2048*51 +79555/2048*51 I SIN (4*SG6*M) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E*(27/64-9/64*SI -105/2048*51 -3711/8192*51 -1287/512*E +1911 SIN (6*5G+q*M) 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 





+ E*(327164.13551/128Q*SI +91581/10240*S1 ,2895/4096*51 -68811/512 
2 2 2 2 4 2 6
 










2 2 4 6
 
+ E *(.27/64,45/256*51 +3/64*5I .2949/8192*51 ) SIN (6*5G4*4) 
B-19
 
4 6 2 2 2
 
-87/128*51 +1869/512*51 -651/256*51 -2667/64*E *35607/512*E *51 

2 
2 4 2 6.
 
,48105f1024*E *51 -188847/2048*E *51
 
2 2 4 6
 
" E *(-14661/128 Z70387/512*51 .208509/256*S1 *3432525/81q2*SI ) 

3, 2 4 6
 
" E *(81,512-81/1024*S[ -243/16384*51 -6867/65536*Sl ) 

2 4 6 2
 
" E*(_459/64,1857/128*SI -2325/2048*51 -35565/4096*SI *10Q85/512*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 




+ E*(-3653/128-69185/512*S -108453/512*5I +451333/4096*51.+333869 
2
2 2 2 2 4 







2 2 4 
I 

" E *(2001/256-1305/256*5 -4635/12*51 .9771/256*51 

2 4 6 2
 




-265431/512E *51 +6 464 19/1024*E *51 -21e4471/8192*E *5!







" E *({975/512-50743/2048*SI 
.2 4 6
 
+ E*(1881/128+30207/512*5 -204207/L024*S5I +130929/1024*51 -98829 
2 2 9 2 4 2
 






L12 3 2 4
 






















































3 2 4 
" CItE *I-36641/512.250197/1024.S1 -_15480131OL92*51 I SIN (3fM)­
* 2 . 2 4 
+ CItE *(-7899/128.50595/256*5I -300093/2048*5 1 SIN (2*M) 
2 4 2 
+ CI*E4(-4107/64+46197/256*5I -125169/1024*51 -186237/512*E 
2 z 2 4 
.1054935/1024*E *51 -5798205/8192*L *5l 
SIN (M) 
3 2 4 
" CItE *(20I59/1536.25201/6I44*SI .32913/16384*51 ) SIN (6*SG,9M) 
2 
+ CI*E *(1047/256 
2 4 
1233/1024*5I +303/512*51 ) SIN (6*5G.8*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ CI*E*(63/64+69/256*SI +273/2048*51 -5883/512*E -1347/512*E *51 
2 4 
-21105/16384*E *51 I 
SIN (6*SG7*M) 
3 2 4 
+ CItE *(-47907/512+I561193/14336*51 ,361763/57344*SI I SIN (4*5G7*P.) 
2 
+ CI*(9/64.9/256*SI .9/512*51 
4 2 2 2 2 4 
-45/16*E -9/16*E *51 -9/32*E *S1I SIN (6*5G.6*M) 
2 2 
+ CI*E *(-7111/256,18119/512*St -4737/2048*5 
4 
) 5IN (4*SG6*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 




2 4 2 
+ CI*E*(-327/64+10281/1280*SI -2577/1024*SI +68811/512*E -142137 
Z 2 2 4 
/1024*E *51 -366837/8192*E *51I) 
SIN (4*SG+5*M) 
3 
+ CI*E *(1542891/5120-3481719/512051 
2 4 
+774991/2048*51 I SIN (2*G+5M) 
2 2 4 
+ CI*E *(27/64 9/256*SI .3/128*51 ) SIN (6*5G401) 
" 
2 4 2 2 2 2 





2 2 4 




" CI*E *{-81/512-81/16384*SI ) SIN (6*5G*1M)
 
2 4 2 2 2
 






2 4 2 
2
 
+ CI*E,*(3653/128-8b25/1 8*SI +10189/256*5I -333869/1024*E +13617b1 SIN (2*5G+3*M) 
2 2 2 4
 




+ CI*E .(-2001/256+609/512*SI +10545/1024*51 ) SIN (4*5G+2*1)
 
2 4 2 2 2
 








+ CI-- *(-975/512+48793/2048*5I -209063/8192*SI ) SIN (4SG*11 
2 4 2
 




/1024*E *51 ,4098087/8192*E *51
 
LiI 3 2 2 4
 




2 2 2 4
+ F 5 -62883/2048*5I4) (2*5G)2(75/4-+463/2 6+5! COS 

3 2 4 6 
+E *(95265/512-745107/1024*5I +9181095/8192*SI .-10647927/16384*5I C05 (3*M) 
2 2 4 6
 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIT 
2 4 6 
+E*(2835/64-21609/128*S1 .249489/1024*5i -266001/2048*51 .143283 Cos (M) 
2 2 2 2 4 2 




+ 1121445/32768*E *51 COS (6*5G+*M) 
2 6 
+ 15135/2048*E *5I COS (6*SG8-*) 
6 2 
+E*S1 *(4827/4096-450003/32T68*E COS (6*SG+7*14) 
3 4 2 
+E *Sl *(4104127/8192-11810533/16384*SI ) COS (4*5G+7*M) 
+SI 
6 2
*(27/256-3915/2048*E ) C5 (6*SG+6*M) 
2 4 2. 
" E *5I *(135777/1024-392535/2048*51 ) COS (4*56+6*M) 
6 2 
+E*SI *(-591/4096+36105/32768*E COS (6*SG-5*M) 
4 2 2 2 
+E*SI *(27231/1024-79125/2048*5I -1914015/8192*E .4894851/16384*E COS (4*SG+5*M) 
2 
*5I 
3 2 2 4 
+E *51 *(2628511/2048-3469839/1024*SI +73873/32*51 1 COS (2*S,5*) 
2 6 
+75/1024*E *51 COS (6*5G+4*M) 
4 2 2 2 2 
+ SI *(399/128-291/64*5I -13641/256*E +33669/512*2 *51 ) COS (4*5G*4*M) 
2 2 2 4 
+ E *51 *(54651/128-288399/256*$I +785169,1024*51 3 CO (2*5G+4*M) 
3 6 












2 2 4 2
 
+E*5I *(26943/256-L7841/64*S! +3051/16*5I -8O6829/2048*E +61305/64 

2 2 2 4
 




+E *S *(-6657/512.15225/1024*5[ ) 

4 2
2 2 2 Z
 












+ E*SI *(-6267/256.15009/256*51 -68409/2048*51 .38907/2048*E 
2 2 2 4
 
-122295/2048*E *51 *1069731/16384*E *51
 
2 4 6 2 2 2
 
" 27/4.405/1&*5! +1113/32*5I 
-1131/64*51 ,1809/32*E -13b95/64*E *5I 

2 4 2 6
 
-43221/256*E *51 6
 +78483/256*E *SI 

BA3 Third-Order Short-Period Perturbations due to '213 
32 4 6
 
LIy 6O cos 9) = E35l*1587/256-26159/512*SI +164401/3072*b4 -154145/24576*51 
2 2 4 6
 
+ E /Sl*(477/64-8507/128*SI +275511/2048*51 -40177/5I2*5I 
3 2 4 6
 

























OF ~130 AGE IS 











































+E, *51*(-47403y512,9493205/12288*51 2 
-6993239/8192*51 4 
- SIN (4*SG+7*M) 
2 4 





.45/64*5I 41095/512*E .5399/512*E *51 -'305/256*E SIN (6*5G+6*M)
 
4 
2 2 4 
+ E *51*C-17727/512.141845/512*SI 
-310493/1024,51 4 SIN ,(4*$566*M)
 






-30725/4096*E2 SIN (6*5G+5*4) 
2 2 4 
*5I .149475/8192*E *51
 
2 4 6 
 2
 





2 2 2 	 2
4 	 6
/1024*E *51 -620687/2048*E *51 .3501737/8192*E *51
 
3 
 2 	 4+ E /SI*(p4473/256+88027/256.SI 
-6547549/12288*51 









 6, 2 2 
 2
+ 	1/51*(-63/32*51 +445/32*51 
-945/64*51 +207/64*E 
-51j4*E *51 SIN (4*56 4*M) 
2 4 2 -6 







-51289/256*51 423401/512*51 3 SIN (2*5G+4*M) 
3 " 2 4 
+E *SI*'(675/1024-315/2048*SI -6975/8192*51 I SIN (6*SG+*M) 
2 4 6 2 
+E/SI*(27/32-405/1Z8*S1 -4473/256*51 +25685110Z4*51 -27/32*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
.1331/52*E *51 -509395/4096*E *51 +856535/8192*E *51 
SIN (4*56+3*M)" 
2 6 2 
+E/51*(-117,32 1671/32*SI -28863/512*51 +793/1024*51 -5385/256*1 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
.1481/256*E *5I +61003/512*E *51 -1311789/8192*E *51 
SIN (2*5G+3*M) 
+ 2,5i*(-27/32.1365/128*SI -4833/128*51430555/1024*SI SIN (4*5G*,*M) 
2 4 6 2 2 
+-d/S!*(-9/8.93/8I -2273/256*51 -455/128*S -69/8*E .5715/512*E 
? 2 4 2 6 
*51 +28935/512*E *51 -8237/128*E *51 
. SIN (2*5G+*M) 
3 2 4 6 
+ E /5I*(-297/256+10779/1024*SI -86413/6144*51 .28375/8192*51 SIN (4*5G-1) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E/51*(9/32-759/32*5I +4383/64*51 -47755/1024*5I +3735/256*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
-24765/128*E *51 +1985995/4096*E *51 -2602449/8192*E *5! 
SIN (2*5G.) 
Li10)
-3 A3(e sin.g) 3E / 
5 1*(-1587/ 2 42 56+2 65 5 3 /5125I 1239357/3072*SI 797765/24576*51 
6 
) COb. (2*SG-M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E /5I*(-477/64+8475/128*51 -275211/2048*Si +80399/1024*51 (05 (2*5G) 
3 2 4 6 




2 4 635/32+5865/512*5I -18021/512*51 .9849/512*51 C305 (2*M) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E/51*(117/32-687/32*S! +236011512*5I-7689/256*51 .3567/256 E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 





+ 3 3 (251615/4096-6O8325/8192*512E *51 *(56549-082/125 OF POOR QUALITYj cos (6*56+q*M) 
+ 
2 3 2 
E *S *(4687/256-22839/1024*51 I COS (6*56+8M) 
+ 
2 4 2 2 2 
E*S1*(2147,512*bI -5277/1024*51 -8109/1024*E -101501/2048*E *51 
2 4 
+614649/81,2*E *51 1 
COS (6*5G7*4) 
+ 
3 2 4 
E *51*u1175/128-9269495/12288*51 +6759345/8192*51 ) COS (4*5G7*4M) 
+ 
2 4 2 2 2 2 
51*(145i256*31 .45/64*S1 -1095/512*E -5399/512*E *51 +4305/256*E 
4 
*51 1 
COS (6*SGA*M ) 
+ 
2 2 4 
E *SI*(16997/512-138131/512*51 *299053/1024*51 ) COS (4*SG+A*M) 
* 
2 4 2 2 
E*51*(-45/1281335/256*S1 +2295/1024*51 *2655/512*E .30725/4096*E 
2 2 4 
*51 -149475/8192*E *51 
COS (6*SG4 *M) 
+ 
2 4 6 2 
E/5S*(651/64*51 -39227/512*51 +83755/1024*51 -2151/256*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
/1024*E *51 +598747/2048*E *51 -3379747/8192*E *51 I 
33051 COS (4*SG+5*M) 
+ 
3 2 
E /SI*(3039/256-76365/256*5I +7316249/12288*5 
4 6 
-7965659/24576*51 COS (2*5G5*14) 
+ 
2 2 4 
E *S *(225/256+175/256*5I -1185/512*SI } COS it*SG4*) 
+ 
2 4 6 2 2 2 
1/51*(63/32*51 -215/16*51 +225/16*51 -207/64*E ,1707/12B*E *51 
2 4 "2 6 
.20195/256*E *51 -59149/512*E *S1 
COS (4*5G+4*M) 
+ 
2 2 4 6 
E /51*(411/64-33459/256*51 +29527/128*SI -7007/64*51 ) CO5 2*SG+4*M) 
" 
3 2 4 
E *51*(-675/1024 315/2048*SI +6975/8192*51 I C05 6*SG+B*) 
B-27 
O)RIGINL PA-Q1 10F POOR QUALTY 
2 t 4 "6 
+ E/SI*(-27J32405/128*51 .4293/256*5l -24695/1024*SI .27/32*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
/16*E'*S* +512905/4096*E *51 -864113/8192*E *51 I 
2 
-423 COS (4*5G+3* 1) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E/SI*(99/32-1491/32*SI .34515/512*51 -24065/1024*51 5529/2561E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
-5241/128*E *S -55819/512*E *51 *119646518192*E *51 
C05 (2*SG 3*M) 
2 
+ E /5I*(27/32-1365/128*S 
2 4 6 
.4863/128*51 -30855/1024*51 I COS (4*56+P?*) 
2 4 6 2 2 
+ 1,SI*(9/8-S18*51 *2641/256*51 -65/64*5! +147/16*E -3231,512*E 
S2 4 2-6 
*51 -28389/512*E *51 +14551/256*E *51 
COS (2*SG+7*M) 
3 2 
+ E /51*(297,256-10779/1024*51 
4 6 
86353/6144*51 -28285/8192*Sl COS (4*SG+N) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E,51*(-9/32+429/16*51 -4455/64*51 +45175/1024*51 -35371256.E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
483571256*E *5I -1824383/4096*E *51 *2281713/8192*E *51 
COS 42*SGM) 
2 4 6 2 
+ I1/SI*(9/8405/32*SI .461,16*51 -18405/1024*51 +405/64*E -12671 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
/128*E *51 .463689/2048*E *51 -70999/512*E *51 1 
C05 (0) 
Lio 
2 , a3 (1 + g) 
2 2 4 6 
= E 15I-165/32.1593/64*5I +43187/1024*S1 -277925/4096S1 
COS (G-M) 
3 2 4 6 
+ E /51*(-15/16+763/64*5I .14668313072*51 -16405/256*51 ) COS (5G-2*M) 
3 2 4 6 
+ E /51*(-27/64+1575/10 2 4*51 +315/256*51 -10875/4096*5I I COS (3*5G) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E/51*(-81/16+737/32*51 -33877/1024*51 +32505/2048*51 -453/16*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
133835/1024*E 251 -3123/16*E 251 +793645/8192*E *51 
COS (5G) 
3 2 4 
+ E3*51*(-15739/512+I1221/3072*51 ,1037179/12288*51 ) COS (5*SG+R*M) 
B-28 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALMW 
2 2 4 
+ E251*(-2703/256-715/512*5l 2111869/4096*51 ) COS 15*SG7*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
+ E*51*(-365,128.27/64*S1 .1763/256*51 +3289/128*E -2383/512*E *51 
2 4 
-128775,2048*E 51 )-
COS 15*5G ,*M 
3 2 4 6 
+E /51*(-49/2448355/256*51 -215471/512*51 +21289/64 SI C05 (55+6* 
+5*(-15/32+5/64*51 
2 4 
/512*E *Sl 1 
2 4 2 2 2 
.535/512*51 *885/128*E -725/512*E *51 -7805 COS (5*5,+5*) 
2 2 4 6'-
+E /51*(-717/64.20403/256*SI -10127/64*51 +121965/1024*51 1 COS 
-[3 G+5*M 
A 4 2 ' 2 2 




2 4 6 2 
+ E/51*(-69/16.1737/64*S1 -5909/128*5I .1029/32*S1 +87/64*E -35307 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
/512*E *51 155723,512*E *51 -299091/1024*E *51 
COS (3*5G+4*M) 
3 2 4 6 
+ E /51*(2115/64-110099/512*51 +178439/768*51 -81685/2048*51 ) COS (SG+4*m) 
2 2 4 
+ E *SI*(-225/256.135/512*SI +5865/4096*51 ) COS (5*SG+3*M) 
2 4 6 2 2 2 
+ 1/5I*(-9/8+189/32*51 -15/2*51 +555/128*51 *9/8*E -3735/1281E SI 
2 4 2 6 




E /51*(543/32-5583/64*SI +45049/1024*SI +143131/4096*SI COS (5G+3*M} 
3 2 4 
+ E *5I*125/128-55/768*5I -1565/6144*51 1 COS (5*5G+2*M) 
2 4 6 2 2 
+ E/51*(9/8-195/16*5I +665/16*5I -2265/64*5I +219/32*E -14745/256*E 
2 2 4 2 6 






+ E/Sl*(27/4.1959/128*5l -6047/128*51 *15827/256*SI +69/32*E .19965 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 





+E /15*(99/64-4059/A56*51 +29911/512*51 -1515/32*51 ) 
2 4 6 2 2
 
+1/51(87/4.51 -9785/128*51 +29445/512*51 -189/16*E +1j6q7/64*L 

.2 2 4 2 6
 











+ CI*F ,S!*(15/16+781/128*S1 -64675/3072*51 
3 2 4
 
+ CI*E ,51*(U7/64-1359/1024*51 -1695/Z04B*51 

2 4 2 2
 












+ CI*E *51*(2703/256+497/128*S1 ) 

2 2 2 2
 2
 




+ CI*E /51*(49/2-45719/256*SI +141469/1024*51 

2 2 2 2
 




+ CI*E /5I*(717/64-18969/256*51 +55395/1024*51 I 

2 2 2 2
 




























2 4 2 2 2 
+ CI*E/51*(69/16-1599/64*SI 2531/32*S1 -87/64*E .34959/512*E *51 
2 4 
-88809/1024*E *51 I 
COS (3*C5+ 4*N) 
3 
+ CI*E /SI*(-2115/64.35951/512*S 
2 4 
-75449/3072*SI ) COS (SGq4*,) 
2 2 
+ CI*E *SI*(225/256+45,256*51 COS (5*5G,*M) 
2 4 2 2 2 
" CI/51*(9/817132*51 +3751128*51 -9/8*E +3663/128.E *S! -[B491 
2 4 
,512*E *51 1 
COS {3*563*M) 
2 2 4 
+ CI*E /51*(-543/32.657/32*51 +7007/1024*S1 I COS (SG+3*M) 
3 2 
+ CI*E *SI*C-25/128-5/192*51 I C05 (5*SG,2*N) 
2 4 2 2 2 






*170973/1024*E * 5! 
2 4 2 2 2 
+5413/256*51 -69/32*E -7605/64*E *I51 COS (5G 2 ) 
2 2 4 
+ CI*E /5!*(-99/64+3861/256*S1 -18315/1024*51 ) C05 (3*56G ) 
2 4 2 2 2 2 
+ CI/St*(-129/8*51 +2765/128*51 +189/16*E -7413/64*E *51 *2287/16*E 
4 
*51 
COS (SG M) 
LA3 L = E *51*(471/32-4437/128*51 2+5Z775/2048*5I4 SIN (SG-M) 
3 2 4
+ E *51*(921/32-1133/16*51 *40765/768*51 I SIN (5G-2*h) 
3 3 2 
+ E *51 *(185/128-75/32*SI I SIN (3*5G) 
B-31 
2 4 2 p









+ 192431256*E *51 
2 5
 
+ 39573/208*E *51 
5 2
 




+ E *51 *(27117/64-296181/512*S I 2SIN 
5 2
 




+ E *51 *(73505/512-200925/1024*SI 
5 2
 
" E*51 *(-75,128+807/256*E I 

3 2 2 a 2
 




+ E *SI*(537/4-40733/128*51 -170687/768*SI 21N 
2 5
 
" 495/2048*E *51 

3 2 2 2 2
 










3 2 2 2 2
 
































































ORIGIAL PAGE I9 
OF POOR QUALMT 
4, E*SI.(1l7/a-I293/64*S 
2 4. 
*191/8*E *SI 1 
2 4 - 2 2 2
.112i1/28*51 *1245/32*E -5589/128*E *SI SIh (SG+2*r) 




2 2 2 2 4 
117/8*E -1203/64*E *51 +199/16*E *51 ) SIN (SG+ ) 
B.4 Third-Order Short-Period Perturbations due to J2 
T 
)12 2 




. COS (SG-MI 
3 2 4 6 
+ E *(81675/1O24-544083/2048*SI *173101/768*5I -464317/12288*SI I COS CSG-2*,) 
3 2 4 
+ E *(C2415/128529565/4096*SI -997039/4096*bI 
6 
560259/4096*51 COS (3*"G) 
2 4 6 
+ E*(1665/64-18225/12B*51 .489195/2048*Si -127939/1024*51 .4605/16 
2 2 2 2 4 2 6 
*E -6031205/4096*E *SI 2394605/1024*E *SI -9605253/8192*E *51 
COS (SG) 
3 4 
+ E *S1 *(2156539/24576-1243043/12288*51 
2 
) COS (7*SG+10*) 
2 4 2 
+E *5I *(46765/2048-871389/32768*SI I COS (7*5G+o*M) 
2 2 4 2 2 2 




3 2 2 4 
+E *51 *(810175/4096-13709063/12288*S I +7505665/6144*51 ) COS (5*SG+8*M) 
2 2 4 2 2 2 
+SI * 259/512*S1 -2471/4096*SI -2373/1024*E -55755/4096*E *51 
2 4 
.10339/512*E *SI V 
COS "(7*SG+7*M) 
B-33 
2 2 2 4 
+E *51 *(12l147/2048-17749069/57344*51 .75952967/229376*51 

2 2 4 2
 
+ E*SI *(-315/1024-2947/2D48*51 +1155/512*51 +14091/2048AE +27167 

2 2 2 4
 
/2048*E *31 .112749/4096*E *51
 
2 4 6 2
 
,E*(15789/1024*5I -129559/2048*51 +133217/2048*51 -19305/1024*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 










2 2 2 4
 
+E *51 *(945/1024+2415/2D48A51 -96635/32768*51 ) 

2 4 6 2 2
 
+585/256*51 -35639/5120*51 ,26929/4096*51 -4518E 14903/5120*E 

2 2 4 2 6
 
*SI ,3443977/20480*E *51 -465633/2048*E *51
 
2 2 4 





3 2 2 4
 
+E *SI *(-945/1024-329/3072*SI +9793/6144*51 ) 

2 4 6 2_
 
+E*(-135/128+165/256*51 +8357/512*51 -47285/2048*51 +315/256*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 




+E*(1245/128-44391/256*S5 +227063/512*51 -590373/2048*51 .32145 

2 2 2 2 4 2 6
 












CO5 c*SG AS+M) 
C05 (3*5G A *M 









ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALM 
2 2 - 2 4 
+ E *51 *(-8555/2048-184105/8192*5 *1204455/32768*51 3 COS (5*SG+3*M) 
2 4 6 2
 
+ 135/64-5375/256*51 +49259/1024*5! -122969/4096*51 +1285/32*E COS (3*SG+3*M) 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 
,270153/1024*E *5I -4306389/4096*E *51 ,1593431/2048*E *51
 
2 2 4 6
 
" E *C(.8q545/512790485/1024* I -30613132*51 +11728331/32768*51 COS (5G.3*14)
 
3 2 4 16 
+ E *(135/128+3995/1024*51 +473153/12288*51 -1275715/24576*51 COS (5*SG+2*M) 
2 4 6 2
 
+ E*(45/1693225/1024*51 -593129/2048*SI +417669/2048*51 .90*E COS (3*SG+2*M) 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 




" E*(-2415/32+351465/1024*S1 -908501/2048*51 +180635/1024*51 COS (SG+2*1h)
 
2 2 2 2 4
 






2 2 4 6 
" E *(-20655512+553905/2048*SI -3801145/8192*51 .7742287/32768*51 COS (3*5G N) 
2 4 6 2
 
-1215/64+10875/128*SI -54515/512*51 +167503/4096*51 -4845/32*E' COS (56+M)
 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 




j2-4A3(e sia.g)= E *(85635/512-438195/ 12SI *1342951/1024*b1 -20783917/32768*SI ) SIN (SG-M)
 
3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(95055/1024-934483/2048*51 +1409591/2048*51 -4086215/12288*51 SIN (5G-2*6r) 
3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-2415/128+523785/4096*51 -976415/4096*b1 544243/4096*51 SIN (3*5G) 
B-35
 
2 4 6 2
 
" E*(2205/64.26385/128*5I 739665/2048*5l -49469/256*SI +20895/64*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 










+ E *5I *(46765/2048-871389/32768*5I 
2 2 4 2 2 2 





3 2 2 4 
+ E *51 *(782133,4096113340897/12288*5I +2400717/2048*S ) 
2 2 4 2 2 2
 






2 2 2 
" E*5I *(-315/1024-2947/2048*SI .1155/512*51 14091/2048*E .27167 
2 2 2 4
 
/2048*E *SI .112749/4096*E *51
 
2 4 6 2 
+ E*(15579/lOZ4*SI -124197/2048*51 +124789/2048*51 -19305/1024*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 
*2061/512*E *51 +3430065/4096*E *5I -9013373/8192*E *51
 
3 2 4 




2 2 2 4 
+ E *SI *(945/1024+2415/2048*5I -96635/32768*SI ) 
2 4 6, 2 2 
+ 585/256*S -33539/5120*5I +24339/4096*51 -45/8*E ,18053/5120*E 
2 2 4 2 6
 














2 4 VP)R UL
~ORIGINMS PAGE 1$2 2 







3 2 2 4
 
+ E *51 *(-945/1024-329/3072*SI .9793/6144*$1 ) 
2 4 6 2
 
+ E*(-135/1 2B+165/256*SI .7937/512*51 -44877/2048*51 +315/256*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 




+ E*(1155128-43329/256*S5 +231277/512*51 -6324712048*S5 .32355 

2 2 2 2 4 2 6
 
/256*E +560877/1024*E *51 -1301925/512*E *51 .8137157/4096*E *51
 
3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-.2783164.1143361/1024*51 -3459609/2048*5I +38426411/49152*5I 
2 2 2 4
 
+ E *51 *(-8555/2048-180325/8192*SI +1184421/32768*51 
2 4 6 2
 
+ 135/64-5165/256*SI +48585/1024*51 -129045/4096*S1 +1285/32*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 
+261805/1024*E *51 -4411889/4096*E *51 +1696485/2048*2 *51
 
2 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-5q855/512+662637/1024*51 -508193/512*51 +15387541/32768*51 ) 
3 2 4 6
 
+E *(135/12+3995/1024*SI +472313/12288*51 -424557/8192*SI 3 

2 4 6 2
 
+2*(45/16.94245/1024*5I -607457/2048*51 +435211/2048*5l -5715/64*E 

2 2 2 4 2 6
 




+E*(-1905/32+337515/1024*SI -1061479/2048*51 +259525/1024*51 

2 2 2 2"4
 





























2 4 OF POOR Q1JAfl'
2' 6
 
+E *(.20655/5I2.563255/2048*51 -3740387/8192*5I +7258979/32768*51 SIN 

- 2 4 6 2
 




+868495/1024*E *S1 -4987947/4096*E *51 +560623/1024*E *51
 
2-2 2 4 

3 3 2 -4 - 6
 
L E3(45/2 -441425/1024*51 +50292523/49152* 4-123596767/19660851 ) SIN 

2 2 4 6
 









2 2 4 6
 






+ E*(-r6995/64+2997351256*51 -1580455/1024*51.+1322825/2048*51 -SIN 
2 2 2 2 4
 









+ E *51 *(-95309/2048+47981/16384*SI +8852143/65536*5I SIN 
2 2- -2 4
 








2 2 2 4
 































OF pOop QUALITY O)R1GINA. PAGE IS 
.2 . .2 4. 2 2 2SI *,(-105/ 2 56 +4 9/1024*SI +2023t2048*51 *4697/512 E -3571256*E '*5 
- 2 4 
-5579/256*E *SI 
SIN (6*SG+A*M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(-6435/256+12639/128*5I -106895/1024*51 +348487/4096*51 6) SIN (4*SG+H*M) 
2 2 4 2 
+ 651 *(315,256-455/2048*S1 -21525/8192*Sl''-18235/2048,E +29995 
2 2 2 4 
/16384AE *51 +1281035/65536*E *351 
SIN (6*SG 5*M) 
2 4 6 2 
+ E*(-15/2+27489/1280*S .1681/10240*51 -10325/4096*51 +2685/256*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
-156971/512*E *SI +96626583/81920*E *SI -360 19327/32768*E *5I .) 
SIN (4*G+5*M) 
-3 2 4 




2 2 2 4 
+ E *51 *(-315/256+77/256*SI +18697/8192*5I ) SIN ,6*SG+4*M) 
2 4 6 2 
-45/32+135/64*SI +3659/512*5I -6769/1024*51 +105/64*E -18885/256 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
*E *SI +91i9/32*E *S1 -136479/512*L *51 
SIN, (4*SG+4*M) 
2 2 4 6 
+ E *(2715/16-530281/512*5I +1887375/1024*51 -8206471/8192*51 I SIN (2*SG+4*M) 
3 2 2 4 
" E *SI, *(945/2048-2331/16384*SI -47271/65536*51I SIN (6*SG+3*M) 
2 "4 6 2 
" E*(-235/325I .62207/2048*51 -125363/4096*51 -135/1281E +222505 SIN (4*SG3*4) 
a. 2 2 4 2 6 
/2048*E *51 -7359939/16384*E *51 +13020707/32768*E * 5I 
2 4 
+ E*(1715/32-9377/32*5I +1025337/2048*51 -2201661/8192*51 -35715 
2 2 2 2 4 2 




2 2 4 6 
E *(45/32+3535/256*5I' -67245/1024*51 245329/4096*51I) SIN (4*SG+P*M) 
B-39 
2 4 6 2 
+ 135/32-765/256*S1 -10019/1024*51 16807/2048*SI -2115/16*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6 
+624267/512*E2*51 -647381/256*E *51 378693/256*E *SI 
SIN (2*SG4*M) 
3 -
+ E *(375/128-15795/512*5I 
2 4 6 
5368529/49152*51 -8715553/98304*5I SIN. (4*SGM) 
2 4, 6 
+ E*(l1935/32.34605/64*SI -2247247/2048*SI +5178929/8192*51 -81645 
* 2 2 2 2 4 









3 2 4 
CI*E 3*(45/2+377125/2048512-9801883/49152*SI SIN (2*SG-M) 
2 2 4 
+ CI*E *(75/4-47285/1024*51 +7084712048*SI ) SIN (2*SG) 
3 2 
+ CI*E *(37113/256-629511/2048*51 *600761/4096*S 
4 
SIN (3*M) 
2 2 4 
+ CI*E *(30615I256-143509/512*SI +158571/1024*5) SIN (2*M) 
2 4 2 
+ CI*E*(1965/16-85505/256*5I ,110355/512*SI ,19 1385/256*E -4117639 
2 2 2 4 
/2048*E *51 +5180301/4096*E *5 -
SIN (M) 
3 2 2 
+ CI*E *5I *(95309/2048+333255/16384*5I SIN (6*SGq*M) 
2 2 2 
+ CI*E *51 *(14021/1024-11819/2048*SI SIN {6*SG S*N) 
2- 2 2 2 2 
" CI*E*SI *(791/256 2555/2048*3I -84007/2048*E -250299/16384*E *51 SIN (6*5G+7*M) 
3 
+ CI*E *(17313/256.4161461/14336*S 
2 4 
+37129717/172032*SI ) SIN (4*SG+7*H) 
2 2 2 2 2 
+ CI*SI *(105,256161/1024*SI -4697/512*E -3269/1024*E *31 ) SIN (6*SG+A*tM) 
B-40 
OF pOor QUALvTISORIGWhAt PAGE 
2 2 4 
CI*E *(6435/256-441211512*SI .109441/204B3*1 ) SIN ..(4*5,G6*M)
 
2. 2 2 2
2 
 ) SIN (6*5G.5*M)
+ CI*E*SI *(-315/256-805/2048*5I .18235/2048*E .42945/16384*E *51 
2 2
2 4 SIN (4*5G,5*M)









































+ CI*E *51 *(-945/2048-1449116384*SI I 















+CI*E*(-1715/32+386111A56*SI -207641/2048*51 +35715/256*E -1413941 

2 2 2 4
 




















+ CI*E*(1935/32-66585/256*51 463687/2048*5I ,81645/256*E -2844421 

2 2 2 4
 
/2048*E *51 +20128241/16384*E *5I
 
L -3 2 "-2 

L - 





-+ E *5I *(225/128+525/256*SI.-15015/2048*51 
3 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-27135/256+260073/512*5I .3106467/4096*51 +3079503/8192*SI 
2 2 4 6
 
+ E *(-1785/3234875/128*51 -103707/256*51 '202041/1024*51 ) 
2 4 6 2
 
+ E*C(-855/32+8715/64*SI .106995/512*51 +106155/1024*51 -43845/256*E 
2 2 2 4 2 6
 













+ E*SI *(.15155/4096+1719137/32768*E ) 
3 4 2
 
+ E *5I *(.4892583/8192+42593687/49152*SI 
6 - 2 




+ E *5I *(-150135/1024*452013/2048*SI ) 
6 , 2
 










































3 2 2 4 "
 
" E *(-1047037,1024*6321673/2048*5I -217028465/98304*S1 ) COS (2*56+5*1)
 
-847/2048*E *I5 COS (6*5GS4*M) 
4 2 2 2 2 
+ SI *(-189/128+203/64*SI +19609/256*E -54999/512*E *51 COn (4*5G+4*.) 
2 2 4 
+ E *51 *C(-44997/128+17405/16*51 -1616321/2048*5I ) COS (2*5G 4*M) 
3 6 
+ 2583/32768*E *5I C05 (6*SG3*M) 
4 2 - 2 




2824983/16384*E COS (4*563*M) 
2 2 4 2 
+ E*5I *(-11325/128 72633/256*51 -861693/4096*51 +256107/1024*E 
2 2 2 4 
-1272387/2048* *51 .11606619/32768*E *5l 
COS (2*SG+3M) 
2 4 
+ E *51 *(-20657/1024 
2 
50981/2048*5I COS (4*SG2*h1 
2 2 4 
+ 51 *(-75/B,4155/128*5I -25991,1024*51 
2 - 2 4 
*S +518889/2048*E *51 
2 2 
17355/128*E -49541/128*E COS (2*SG62*M) 
3 4 2 
" E *SI *(129993/8192-B73677/49152*Sl I COS (4*SGN) 
2 2 4 2 
+ ESI *(4965/128-29825/256?5I 326627/4096*5I +163245/1024*E 
2 2 2 4 
-954601/2048*E *51 +10039463/32768*E *51 , 
COS (2*5G+M) 
2 4 6 2 
-45/16+495/32*51 -3375/128*51 +3675/256*5I -405/16*E +4455/32*E 
2 2 4 2 6 
*SI -63225/256*E *51 +71925/512*E *51 
COS {0)" 
B-43 
ORIGINAL PAGE iSOF POOR QUALT 
.5 Second-Order Long-Period Perturbations 
A (ecos g) 
COEFFICIENT OF COS(3*SGl 
2 2 3 8 3 2 3' 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2 
1,A2 .A4 *E /L (-375/4/ING *51 418125/32/ING *51 -37875/32/I G *51 *133875tl281/l6 *' -42875/128/ING SI ,l6/8/NG 
2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 
-19075/12B/IN6 a*51 *13725/256/ING *51 -353325/512/IMG *51 +302575/1024/NG *5)
 
a 6 2 2 2 
" IA2 eA3 *E / .*C-25/16/ING *51 .25/81ING '51 -25/ 6/1NG *SI ,5/16/1IG-45132/ihG*S51 *35,32/ING*S -3/32/51 +1/32+1/4.51 I
Z 2 3 L4 2 2 2 4 1 
3 8 3 2 3 "4 3 6 3 0 3 10 4 2 2 
" A4*E L 17 5/2/I11G *51 -2175/8/IlG *5!434025/128/ING3*5 -16475/256/ING *51 -43Th/256/ING *S1 -35/4/ING4. 135/64/1N *51 
2 4 2 6 2 8 2 4, 6 
153475/1024/IIIG *si .285/32/ING-725/8/3bG *5 +.96935/512/IG*5S1-14035/129/tG*SI +14885/128/ING 2.51 -35065/128/IG2*51 
2 3 L8 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2 
+ A2 tE / * 1585/4/1G *51 -21065/32/ING *Sl +141915/128/ MG *51 _6625/81I G *5I +29625/12B/ING .51 -117/b/ING .17557/128 
2 2 Z2 4 2 6 2 8 2 4 
/ING *SI -88465/25s/ING *SI +173625/512/ING *5I -118825/1024/iG2*51 +191/32/IG-6877/128/ING* I 13073/128/I~c,5! -56795 
6 
/1024/ING.51 I 
COEFFICIENT OF SIN!2*3G} 
2 2 6 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 
1/A2 *A3*A4*E /L *(-25/ING *SI,525/4/ING *51 -775/4/ING *SI 17512/ING *5I .5/2/hG/S3-4358/I4G*5I1275/8/ING*S3 -7175/64 
5 
/!IhcC5I I 
2 6 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 5 
+ A3,E /L *(30/111G *:!.44514/ING *51*2125/16/IN *51 -825116/NG *51 -3,!NG/S3.333/8/IhC~*s-e839196/!N.*S! -3115/64/ING*SG 

COEFFICIENT OF CCS(SG) 
2 3 2 2 , 3 
1/A2 *A4 *E/L *(7514/ING *SI -11875/128/ING *51 417675/128/ING *51 -33075/512/I G -51 -375/4.E /ING .51 -71375/128E /ING
2 2 8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 
24 2 3 6 2 3 8 2 3 10 2 2 2 2 251 -228175/256*E1 .73875/64*E //aG*51 -518875/512*E /ING *51 165375/512*E /I3GSI -75/8* /ING +28525/12 1 *E /ING 
5I -25/8*E /I G *51 +25/16*E /ING .51 -5/16*E /1NG+65/32
 
2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 
/ING *51 -620375/512.E /ING *51 ­550025/1024 E /IG MG I I 
2 2 4 2 . 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 
" 1/A2 *A3 -E/L *15/-/lHr,51 -5/8/ING*51 1/8-1/2*51 +25/16E /ING 
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
-E /IN SI -55/32.E /IIG*S3 -1/32*E /SI .19/32.E -5/4.E *5 1 
8 2 2 2 4 2 6 z 8 2 4 6 
+ A4*E/L *(-35/2/ING *53 +2555/64ING *SI -1495/64/1NG *51 +1?5/256/hG .51 ,285/16/NG*SI -3095i64/ING*51 +4025/128/IhG,*5 
2 3 2 2 3 4 2 3 6 2 3 8 2 3 10 2 2
 
-175/2*E /ING 53 18375/64*E /ING 3*51 -10125/32*E /1MG SI 30775/256*E /ING *51 8-875/256*E /TG *51 +35/4*E /IG 
-3485
 
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 z - 2 "2 8 2 2 2 2
 












42 "8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 * 2 
+ A2 *E7L *(-117/4,I4G *5I *13277/128/ING *51 -15665/128/ING .51 *3075/64/IG *S! 191/16/ING*5I -463/16/NG*5I .1125/64/NG 
3 a 2 3 10 2 2 
*51 -585/4*E -ING3*5 +85105/1280E /ING *51 -72355/64*E /ING *51 +109075/128*E /ING *51 -15375/64*E lIN4 *51 117,/8*E /ING 
6 2 3 2 2 3 4 2 3 6 2 
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 
-29155/128.E lING *S +170769/256-E /ING *51 -367335,512*E /lIG *51 .270075/1024*E /IN1G *51 -11/32*E /ING+10931/128*E /ING
 
2 2 4 2 6
 
*SI -91661/512*E /ING51 .104865/1024.E /ING*5I
 
&(e s'n g) 
COEFFICIENT OF 11N13*SG)
 
2 2 3 8 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2
 
IA2 *A4 *E IL *(-375/4/ING *51 +18125132/ING AS -37875 132/ING *SI +133875/128/ING *31 -42875/128/IJ *51 +75//ING
 
2 ? 2 4 2 56 2 8
 
-18625/12B/ING *51 ,130375/256/ING *5I -329525/512/NG *31 *278A75/1024/ING *51 )
 
2 2 34 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 4 2 2 
" I 1 A2 *A3 *E /L4A(-25/16/ING 2*5 +25/8/1NG *31 -25/16/II G 2*SI6 5116/ING-45/32/l14651 *35/32/IG*51 -3/32/SI .1/32*1/451 
I 
38 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 " 3 10 2 2 2 5; 135/4/, G 1525/64/!i{G 51 34025/128/ING .51 6-16475/256/!Nb3 * s -4375/256/IMG 
+ A4*E3/L * (175/2/IN( *Sl 2175/8/IMG 51 
2 4 62 4 2 6 2 8 
*2255/321ING *SI - /25 6/ING*5! +11,125/1024/!IG .51 .285/32/IN,-725//ING*SI +951451512/IG-51 -135i5/128/lI.G5Il4 9 49 5

2 30 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 102 
A2 *E3La (585/4/I4G *51 -21065/32,/I4G ! +141915/128/1NG .51 -6625/8/11NG .51 +29625/128/ING *5 117/8/1(h *17695/12a 
2 2 2 4 2 6 2 0 2 4 







- 26 2 2 3 -2 5 2 7 3 
1/A2 
2 






A3*E IL * -30!MG *51,445/4/ING *51 -2125/161NG *5! 825116/ING *51 *3/ING/51.73/4/IfC.*54891 5/96/ NG 1 -3375/64/IG*
26 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 5 5 1 
COEFFICIENT OF 51N(SG)
 
2 8 2 3 2 2 3 
11 A2 *A4 *C/L *(-75/41ING *SI +12325/128/InG SI -18725/128/ING *SI *35525/512/ING *51 -375/4*F /ING .51 *13625/128*E lING
2 2 a 2 2 2 4 2 6 
6 2 3 8 2 3 10 2 2 2 2 2 2 
*SI -77625/64.E /IIG *S! +552125/512.E /1111 *SI - 1 7625/512*E /ING .51 +75/8*E /ERG -28975/128*E /ING .51 .234925/256.E
4 2 3 
2 - 4 -2 2 6 2 2 8 
/ING *51 -644175/512*E /ING *SI +574525/I024.L /ING *! I
 
2 2 4 2 4 2. 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2
 
I/A2 *A3 *F/L *(-518/NG*s1 +5/8/ING*5! -i/8+3/851 -25/16*E /ING *51 /ING 5 /IG
+25/8 5/16! *S .5/16.E /ING-65/32 
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
*E /INGSI .55/32*E /ING*51 -3/32*E /51 -3/32*E .5/8*E *5[ 1 
B-45 
8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2' 0 4 6 
+ A4*E/L *(35/2/ING *51 -2165/64/ING .51 4295/32/IN6 *51 .1925/256/ING *51 -285/16/G5I *3 95/64/INGC51 -4025/128/ING*5l 
2 3 2 2 3 4 2 3 6 2 3 8 ,2 3 10 2 2 
+175/2* /ING 35I .16425/64*E /ING *51 413775/64*E /ING 3*5 -2175/256.E /ING *51 -9625/256.E /ING *5! -35/4*E /IN6 .3095 
2 2 *2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2' 2 8 2 -2 2 
/6"E2 /NG 2 *51 Z14b25/12 *E 2/IG *51 .98845/256E2ING ,51 624167511024.E /NG 51 +285/32-E 2/!NG-2375/16E /ING51 +695/2 
2 4 2 6 
.E /ING$* -54565/256.E /ING5! I
 
2 8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 4 
" A2 *E/L *(117/4/ING .51 -12939/IZS/ING *51 *14885/128/ING *51 -1425/32/NG *51 -191/16/ING*51 .463/16/1116*1 -1125/64/IG 
6 2 3 2 2 3 4. 2 3 6 2 3 8 2 3 10 2 2 
*5!-.#585/4* E /ING *51 -83415/128*E /ING *51 +8695/8*E /ING *51 102925/128*E ING .51 *7125/32*E /ING *51 -11/8*E /1NG 
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 
+28817/1284F /ING *51 -165569/256*E2lING2*S! +348945,512*E 2!tlG *51 -251175/1024*E /ING*51 B191/32*E /IG-10931/126E / N6 
2 2 4 2 6
 




2 6 3 5 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 5 Z 2 7
 
1/A2 *A3*A4/L *(5/1NG51-85/4/IG*SI ,35/2/ING*SI +25*E /ING *51.525/4*E /ING *51 .775/4*E /IN1 *51 -175/2*E /ING *5! -5/2
 
2 2 2 3 2 5
 
*E /I!JG/SI+1135/16E /INC*S1-7125/32*E /IbG*5! +1295/8*E /ING5I I
 
6 3 5 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 5 2 2 7, 2 
+ A3/L * 16 /I*I*65/4/!NC*S! -165/16/ING51 -30*E /ING 51.445/4E /INN *51 -2125/16*E /ING1*51 +825/La*L lING *51 +3*E 
2 2 3 2 5 
.-1NG/SI-859/16*E /ING*51*3847/32*E /ING*5 -2225/32*E /!ING*5I 
4(" + g) 
COEFFICIENT OF COS!3*S6)
 
2z 36 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 
-






.2 5 2 736 2 -2 3 







2 2 2 8 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2
 
1/A2 'A4 .E /L *(-375/2/I1G .51 +18125/16/IN6 *51 -37875/16/IG *51 .133875/64/INC *51 -42675/64/ICtG *! +75/4/IN -4525
 
2 2 2 4 2-6 2 8
 
/16/ING *I .3975/4/ING S -40425/32/I1G *51 +8575/16/1NG *S!)
 
2 2 24 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 - 4 2 22+5/2/INC*SI -1/8/2 -311655164*51 2 
.51 25/8/IN G *5 *5/8/1NG25/8/ING*5+ I/A2 *A3 *E / L* (-25/8/IG *51 +25/4/11NG 
28 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2 2 2 
* (175/ING *S! -2175/4/IhG 3*SI +34025/64/N13*51 -16475/28/ING3*5 -4375/128/INC 3*5 
-35/2/INC +1155/16/IG *51 
+ A4*E /L 
2 4 2 6 2,8 2 - 4 5 I 6 
+7775/128/ING .51 -19115/64/1NG SI 23625/128/11IG *1 285,16/ING-S945/32/ING*5I ,49215/128/ING5 -28175/128/ING* I 
2 2 8 G3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2 2 2 
+ A2 *E IL .(585/2/1I * 51 -21065/16/ING *51 *141915/64/ING *51 -6625/4/ING *51 29625/641ING *51 -117/4/11 .2331/8/iNG 531 
2 6 2 6 2 8 2 4 6 
0
 
-98313/128/ING *51 100855/128/lNG *5! -18 75/64/IIIG *S1 +191/16/tG.1881/16/1iNG51 ,14487/64/ING*1 -7875/64/ING5 3 
8-46 
ORIGINAL k'AtUr 10OF POOR QUA ItY 
COEFFICIENT OF COS(56)
 
3 5 2 72 6 2 2 2 
3 
+11585/64
-5/INC/S1+1525/6ING*SI-4235/16/INb*SII/A2 *A3*A4*E/L *(50/ING *51-525/2/ING *51 .775/2/]NG *51 -175/ING *51 
2
2 2 5 2 2 7 2
2 2 3
5 2 2 
E NG 51 /ING )92925,128*E /1( *51 - 4 5/24E /ING/I.13385632*EE 1-17905/56- l 208225/120*E 5 




/IN-5 I ,7125/32 51 ING I 
IIG*Sl 497155/256*1 /!UG*5I 1 
1 3 5 3 2 5 2.7 16 2-
44512/ING 
2 
5I .2125/ING*51 4925/1/INC *51 ,6/!NG/S!'I417/16/IN I6165/37/ING*S .UIS/IIJG*SI + A3*EL *(-6OIIlG *5! 





-5585/32 !ING.*5L+41045/64*E lING -6075/86 
2 5
 










3 6 2 2 3 2 
*51/ 
5 
/I NG /$I-2O3192/IIN*5I-I*5/84/INC*SI 
3 
, 
+A3IN*E /L *-.65/3216/INS75f2/IIIG *5' -25i94/IN- 36
COEFFICIENT OF 5!Nt2*SG)
 
3 3 4 36 3 b 2 2 
2 
2 2 2 2 185/6/NGSI -75/4/D.C ,3025/16/ING *51 -ob25/16 pA2 Ar. *C1*E /LN(375'2/1G *51S .15125/16/ING ,115/8 /ING*5 *! 

2 4 2 6
 
/INC *5! 8575/32/INC *51') 
+ 1/A2 32 *CI*E 24/1. 4(25/8/ING2 *51 2-25/8/116 2 *51 4 -5/U/ING~eS/4/INC*S12 .1,8/SI 2 .1/4)*A3 
2 2 2 4 4 3 6 3 8 229 3 2 3 4 245/16/IINC *b1"2.695/L28/INC *5 
+ A4*CI*E /L (.475/INC *5!1.1475/4/IN. *51 -10425j6 /IIG *5l'43,5/129/NC *51 +35/fING 
24
 
*21875/12B/1NC *5 - 6295/16/ING*3095132/1
 
2 6 
N 5/12C*5I "1.2075/128/IN I 
*51 .117,4/INC 2 IlI61//INC 2 *51 2.27305/128 
+ A22*C!*E28/L 44-515/2/INC 3 *5! 2*16385/16/IJC 3 *5! 4 -76375/64/INC 3 *51 6+29625/64/INC 3 

2 4 2 6 
 2 4 
lINC *5! -6225/64/INC *51 -l$116/G4463/8/INC*SI 13375/64/INC*SI 
COEFFICIENT OF C05(SCI
 
3 2 22 3 2 52 6.- 2 /INC *SIp7?5/INC *51 511NG/SI~l0OO/I6/IINCSI2?65/32/NC*5I -7I25/32*E1/A2 *A3*A4*CI*E,/L *1-50/INC *51 425/2/INC *51 

2 2- 3





*5! .. 46725/64*E /INC *5! +45/2*E /INIICSI'I5S51 *E IIJC*51446235/128*E ,INtG s!
 
2 3 5 "3 ­ 2 2 2 22 * (iNG 
+ A3*CI*E/L 
6
*460/INC 2*S51.325/2/INC*SI +125/9/INC *5! .6/INC/5!+T93/16/INC I 105/2/NC*SI .55I5/32*E Ihe 
11855/4*E 
3










8.6 Third-Order Long-Period Perturbations 
&3(e cos g) 
COEFFICIENT OF SIN(2*5G)
 
3 2 213 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 3-11 2 
1/A2 *A3*A4 2*E /L1f (SO/IIG 3*I-4750/ING *51 +67125/4/11]G *51 .109625/4/ING *51 *2IOOOlhG *Si -6125/11'G *51 -25/IG /51 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9
 
+207512/ING *51.110925/16/ING *5! #281575/16/ING 5! -1209075/64/ING *51 +231525/32/ING *51 5
 
3 3 2 6 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 5 





2 10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7' 3 9 3 11 
" 1/A2*A3*A4*F IL *C-1500/ING *SI 11450/ING *51 -259775/8/ING *51 +1403725/32/ING *51 -915775/31/NG .51 116375/16/NG *51 
2 2 2 3 2 5 .2 7 2 9 
75/112 1-I.-1175/4/ING *$511419955/96/ING *SI -11357495/384/ING 2*SI 5+9844145/384/INO *31 -8323L75/1024/i14 *51 .2851g/IN G
 
3 57 
/51-29925,32/IN*SI.434435/128/INGSI -534305/128/ING*5I .1729595/1024/ING*SI I
 
210O 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 3 I1 2
5/IN
 
1080/INGC *516345/1G3*51 3+14715/ING *I5 -53997/32/ING351 +1226675/128/IG351 
-276375/128/NGC 51 

" A2*A3*E/L1 f 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 5 
/514413/ING .51-45407/6/IN *51 +290327/32/ING *5 -4980205/768/ING *$I 1770125/1024/iNG .51 -99/8/IG/51*3589/16/ING 1 





3 3 12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 a 3 10
 
1/A2 *A4 *E/L *1-375/2/ING *51 +52375/32/IIIG *51 -5581625/1024/ING *51 +17686375/2048/14G *51 -26845875/4096/ING *51
 
3 12 
,15735125/ 819 2/ING .51I
 
3 2 8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2
 
G 





2 12 3 2 3 4 3 0 1 8 ' 3 10
4 1/A2-A42E/L ft (1OZ5/2/ING *S -113225/32/ING *51 +9420375/1024/IiG3*51 -117S6325/I024/INC *51 +28 4 63575/ 4 096/I *51 
3 12 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8. 2 10 
-3362625/2048/rhG-5! .75/16/ING *51 .6175/128/INb *S1 -164425/512/INC *S1 +254625/512/ING *sT -469175/2048/ING *SI -4725 
2 4 6 8
 
/64/ING*5I +79725/256/I4*SI -440055/1024/ING*51 +2 4745/128/ING*51 )
 
2 a 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 44
 





12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10
 
+ A2*A4fE/L *(-45/2/ING 3SI -21475/32/ING *51 +3484845/1024/ING *51 -12422185/2048/ING *51 +9684275/2048/!h *51 -5621875 
3 12 2 2" . 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 10 
/4096/ING *51 +159 5/8/ING *51 -69775/64/ING .51 l082855/512/ING *51 -1808265/1024/ING .51 .1;9125/256/IN42 *51 -1285/32 
2 4 6 8 
/IG1*51 +63925/256/ING*51 -867503/2048/ING*SI *875665/4096/ING*51I
 
3 12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10
 
+ A2 *E/L * 100053/32/1NG.51 -7602699/102411NG *51 .4511495/512/ING *5I -10701875/2048/IG *51*(-1053/2/1IG 51 .2538375
 
3 12 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 10 
/2048/ING 51 +1215/16/ING *51 -47777/128/1IMG *51 4171037/256/ING251 .538965/1024/ING I +80175/512/ING *51 03815/256 
2 4 6 8
 






ORIGU4,' PAGE, IS 
sin g)OF POOP. QUAM' 
43(e sin g) 
COEFFICIENT OF COS(2*SG)
 
3 2 2-10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 3 11 2 
1/AZ *A3*A4 tE /L .(-5001ING *51+750/ING *51 -67125/4/ING .51 +109625/4/ING *51 .1000,/INMSl +61Z5/INC *51 *25/ThG /51 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9
 
-IO00/MNG *51. 8 377p5/128/ING *51 -208 6 325/128/ING S$I .3824025/512/ING .51 -1669675/256/3hG *51
 
3 3 26 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 5 
1 
1 -25/Z/1NG *SI +25/4/1]G *S3 -5/2/IMG*53,545/48Ii,G*5I 1l/A2 *A3 *E /L 0(25/4/[NG -S -425/48/ING*S1 -1/1641J2*51-91/24*5 
2 10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 3 11
*51
 
" 1/A2*A3*A4*E /L * 11500/ING *5I-11450/ING *51 +259775/8/111G 31 -1403725/32/INl3
*51 *915775/32/1IG *51 -110375/16/ING 
2 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9 
7 
-75/NG /5[.27 0/G * 51-2799805/192/ING *51 311196955/384/19G *51 -405685/16/NG *SI .8276275,1024/1NG *SI .285/8/1G/3 
3 5 7
 
+304 9 5,32/NG*SI-464585/128/INtG*SI +598475/128/Nc*S1 -2026325/1024/IG*5 1
 
2 10 - 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 3 11 
+ A2*A3*E /L *(-1080/NG .51+6345/ING *Si -14715/11i *51 .539975/32/1NG *SI -1226675/128/IIG .5 *276175/12d/ItG *51 .54 
2 2 2 3. 2 5 2 7 - 2 9 /ING S1.15847/4/ING .51+770789/128/1NG *51 -3804757/384,/NG *53 +1406045/192/IhG *53 -2077725/l024/ING *51 .99/8/I1fG'SI 
3 5 7
 




3 3 12 3 2 3"4 3 6 3 8 3 10
 






3 2 8 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 





2 12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 a 3 10 
+ I/A2*A4 *F/L *(-1025/2/I6 *51 +113375/32/1"C *51 -9253775/102A/ING *51 +11147875/1024/14& *ST -256271751l09b/ING *51 
3 32 2 304 8 
*70 375/51;/ING S5 -75/16/ING S -14725/128/1sG 62*5 +2971751/512/!& 2.SI6-423325/51z/1t I SI 750925/2043/ING 511 725 
2 4 6 8 
/64/ING-*5 -79725/256/ING*5l +440055,1024/1ING*51 -24745/128/1NGSI
 
-2 F 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 a 2 4 





12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 3 3 10 
+ A2*A4*E/L 1(45/2/ING *51 26BO5/32/ING 3*S -4199045/10241tNG 3*S +14647865/2048/ING 3*51 .1121r375/2UO4/1tu *51 +6398875 
3 12 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 10 /4096/ING *SI .1595/8/NG *5I +63205/64/11tG *S1 -885885/512/1NG .51 *1320775/1024/ING *S1..44625/128/NG *51 +1285/32/t( 
2 - .4 - 6 9
 
*S -63925/256/NG*51 ,867503204/ING*S -875665/4096/ING*5 )
 
3 12 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 
+ A2 EL *(3053/2/NG *SI -97011/32l!3G *51 *7149571/10241,NG *S1 .029075/128/1ING 51 .9479275/2048/IhG *51 -2182875/2048 
3 12 2 2 z 4 2 6 2 8 "Z 10 2 










COEFFICIENT OF COS(O) 
3 2 10 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9 2 3 2 IN G 3 
11 A2 *A3*A4 /L ,(-5O/ING*5I+425/ING *51 -10025,8/ING *51 +2975/2/ING .51 -1225/2/ING .S1 -500*E IING *S1*19375/4.E 
3 2 3 5 2 3 7 2 3 9 2 3 11 2 ,2 2 251-5475/4*ERING 
.S1-278125/16*E INGC *5! .918625/32*E /ING *51 7O9625/32*E /ING *51 +104125/L6*E
2ING 51 +25.E /ING 

2 2 3 2 2 5 E2 2 7 2 2 9
 
*$5+312275/32*1 /11G *51 -3307675/128.E /ING .51 .7313775/256* /ING *51 -2862825/256*E IING *sI I
 
3 3 6 -	 3 '5 3 2 2 3 2 2 5 2 2 7 2 
I 

" I/A2 *A3 IL *(5/4,ING*S1 -5/4/ING*S +3/16*51-43/16*51 +25/4-E /ING *1 -25/2*E /ING *SI .25/4.E /ING *51 -65/16.E /ING*SI 
2 3 2 .5 2 2 .2 3
 
.346,16.E IIG*5l '35/2.E /ING*51 -1/16 E /5151/16*E *SI-113116*E *51I
 
10 .2 2.3 3 2*5 2 73 2 9 	 3 
+ I/A2*A3*A4/L *(150/iNG *51-995/ING *SI .36035/16/INC *! -136605/C4/IhG *51 23275/32/INC *51 ,265/4/ItG*51-5355/16IIIG*51 
5 7 2 3 2 3, 2 3 5 2 3 7
 
+30615/64/1IG*S -. ING *5!45925/4*E2ING 3SL +32500*1 *5I -279875/64*E2IIN3*51 +3632825
577895/128/ING*57+1500*E 	 /ING 

2 3 9 - 2 3 11 2 ,2 2 2 2 -2 3 2 2 5 
/128*E /ING .51 -917875/128.E /ING *S -75*E /ING 51.28615/8*E lING *51-39455/2*E /INC .51 +10303455/256.E lING .51 
2 2 7 2 2 9 2 2 2 3 2 
-18078865/512*E /lI'G*51 +5775875/512*E /ING *51 -285/8*E /ING/SI+20895/16*E /IGM*5-328015/64.E /1IG*51 .423175,64*L /IN 
5 2 7
 
*S -7117951256*E /ING*51 I 
10 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9 3 
" A2*A3/L *(.108/ING *581053/2/ING *5 .-945/ING *51 47515/64/1NG *S .55275/256/IhC *51 -99/4!NG*51+565/8/Inb*51 -8461 
5 7 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 5 2 3 7 
/128/ING5I 510125,512/ING*57 -1080*E /ING 3*5+12495/2*E /ING 3*5 -227855/16 E /ING35I +10256,5/64*E /Ih3*57-1141475/12b 
2 3 9. 2 3 11 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 5 
*E /ING *51 ,251625/128*E./ING *51 +54*E /1Nb /SI-14631/8*E /ING *51+7604*E /1iG *51 -31628511256E /ING *51 +4141815/12B 
2 2 7 2 2 9 2 2 8 2 2 3 2 5
 








3 3 2 12 4 2 4 4 4 6' 4 8 4 10 
/A2 *A4 *E /L (5625/2/ING *5I -223125/8/ING *51 +3523125/32/ING *51 -3545625/16/ING 5I +15448125/64/ING-*SI -34759375 
4 12 4 14 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 
/256/ING *51 +7931875/256/INb *51 -375/2/ING +18625/4/NG *S1 -972125/32/NG*5 42797875/32,ING *51 -8063125/64/ING *51
 
3 10 3 12
 
+11423125/128/ING *51 -1586375/64/ING .51 1
 
3 2 28 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 2. 
+ 	 I/A2 *A3 *A4*E /L8(125/2/ING *S1 -6625/16/ING *S! +28375/32/ING *SI -3125/4/ING *Sl .7875/32/ING *51 -75/4/ING +1925/6l 
2"2 2 4 " 2 6 2 8224 
2
 
/ING *I5 -2075/8O/IG *5 +59825/256/IN G *51 -19425/





22 12 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 10 
-6077625/32/ING *51 +78008625/256/!hG *SI .68383125/250/ING *5I + 	 IA2*A4 *E /L *(-15375/2/ING SI +486375/8/ING *51 
4 12 4 14 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 
+I025/2/ING -85725/8/ING *SI +219675/4/ING 53 4-7778575/64/ING *51
 
.124842375/1024/!NG *S .2324475/1024/ING *51 

3 8 	 3 10 3 12 2 2 2 2 4
 
+75/16/ING231975/64/ING *51 .1006525/256/ING *51
 
+34273375/256/ING *51 -4623325/64/ING *51 17772625/512/ING 3*I 

2 6 2 8 2 10 2 - 4
 








OF poop. PXAG I 
2 2 a 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 * 3 0 2 
" I/A2*A3 E /L *(-225/2/NG *SI +7175/16/1NG *51 -42675/64!l9G *51 14025/32/NG *51 -6875/64/IPG *51 .105/*/InG -1825/16 
2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 2 4
 




2 12 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 10 
" A2*A4.E /L *(675/2/ING *51 +87825/6/ING *S -27052514/NG .51 *124462518/ING *S1 -360297975/2048/ING *51 +4044D8625/4096 
4 12 4 14 3. 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 b 
/ING *Sl -90391875/4096/[NG *51 -4512/1MG -3345/ING *SI 474895/16/ING *S1 -11503925/128/IG *51 258527725/2048/ING *51 
3 10 3 12 2 2 2 2 4 z 6 
-8682162511024ING *s ,22645875/!024/ING *51 *1595/81MIG -104725/32/ING *Sl +1616605,128/Nfr *5! -41058965/2048/ING *51 
2 6 2 10 2 4 .6
 






3 2 12 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 6 4 to 
" AZ *E ,L * 15795/2/NG *51 -4326751 811NG *51 *154225/ING *S1 -60002485/256/ING.*S +41C04367512046/,IIG *5! -466653751512 
4 12 4 14 3 3 2 3 4 3 6
 
/N *5! +35375625/204l/ING *5I -10531/2/ING *72675/8/1ItG *S -1342165132/1NG *51 +11390673/18/NG *51 -201589205/2048
 
3 8 3 10 3 12 2 2 2 2 4
 
/ING *51 +113478125/2048/M *51 -6442125/512/11C *51 +1215/16/ING .336331/256/ING *SI *2446 9 27/512/ING *$! -14565743
 





3 2 10 3 3 3 3 5 3 -7 3 9 3
 
1/A2 *A3*A4 *E/L *(.1000/ING *5!*37625/4/1Nb *SI -527375116/ING *5! +1712375/32/ING *51 -1306375/32/ING *b! .189875/16/ING
 
11 7 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9
 
*51 +50/ING /5!-7125/411NG *51.2897125/256/ING *51 -14174475/512/1ING *51 +29614375/1024/ING *51 -22217825/2048/ING *51I
 
3 3 6 2 3 2 5 2 7 3 5 
+ 1/A2 *A3 *hEL *(25/2/,IG *51 -25/ING *51 +25/2/ING *5! -55/161IilC*5!.*O5/32/ING*S1 -395/321NGS5I -1/8/S1+53116*51-413/64 
3 
10 3 3 3 1 5 3 7 3 9 3 
" IA2*A3*A4*EIL *(3000/ING *51.91475/4/ING *51 *519325/8/ING *SI -5623675164/ING *51 .7356475/1128/ING *S -1875125/128/ING 
1! 2 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9 
*51 .1501I!G /S1,4208518/IUG *SI-3546125,128/ING *5I +14268245/256/IN5 *51 -25O27215/512/NG *51 .16119775,10Z4/I11G *51 
3 4 4 5 7
 
-285/4/IG/5!5635532/!!GSI-847595/128/ING*SI +5 6425/6 /1/110S -1061195/512/INGS I
 
10 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 7 3 9 3 11 
+ A2*A3*E/L *(.2160/ING *5IZ5575/2/ING.*S - 78465/16/ING *S +2214225/64!NG *51 -1269275/64/tNG *51 #144375/32/114G *51 
2 2 2 3 2 5 2 7 2 9
 
+1081ING /51-23883/8/ING *SI 3200581/256/ING *51 -10716335/512/ING *51 *8069435/512/1NG .51 -21BI125/512/ING *51 .99/4/1"G
 
3 5 -7 







4 0 3 4
 
37 625/ 2/IG 51 -6706875/64/ 51
 
/A23 *A43*CI*E2 /L 2*(-5625/2/ING4*512200625/8/NG *5142720625/32/ING4
*51 

4 3 6 3 *a 3










3 2 28 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 2 2 2 
" 1/A2 *A3 *A4ACIE jL *(.125/2/ING-.SI .5625/16/ING .51 -1[125/32/ING*51 *7875/32/1UG *51 +75/4/ING -925/16/ING *51 .75/2­
2 4 2 6 2 2 4 
/ING .51 .22575/256/ING *51 -5/2/ING/5I ,l1/8/ING1425/32/ING*5I -23275/256/INGNSI I 
2 2 12 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 10 
" 1/A2*A4 *CIF /L *(15375/21ING *51 .424875/8IING .51 +4378125132/ING *51 -429836251256/1NC *51 +6349875/6411NG *51
 
4 12 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 & 
-23244375/1024/ING *51 .1025/2/ING +5 7025/81IHG .5 -212375/8/ING *5! ,2577075/64,ING PSI -61716251256/IN1,*5I .1561875 
3 10 2 - 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 d 
/256/I1G P5I -75/i6/ING -34075/64/IIG *51 .744825/256/IIIG *51 -4912075/1024/ING *51 ,2514925/1024/ING *51 +4725/64/11N 
-79 /28IG5224 6
-797+5/128/1NG*5I 21320165,1024/IIG*SI-24745632/IGI ) 
2 20 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 2 2 2 
4 4 
+ I/A2*A3 *CI*E /L * (225/2/4 G *51 -5375/16/ING *SI +21175/6 /ING *SI -6875/64/t.G *51 -105/ /ING *325/16/IN *5 . 1385(128 




/ING *S -21975/256/ING PSI +3/1NG/SI -II/8/IMG-6115/96/ING*SI +18835/256/INGMSI I 
2 12 4 2 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 10 
" A2*A4*CI*E JL * .675/2/ING PS -90525/8/ING'S5 +450525/8/ING *51 -198525/2/ING *SI +157008375/2048/ING P5I -90391875 
4 12 " 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 /4096/ING *SI. *45/2/ING +700512/ING *S -346435/16/ING.*51 +5849085/128/ING *S! -83626525/204a/ING *51 . 27213375/20481ING 
10 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 7 6 
*51 -1595/9/ING +60065/32/Nb *51 -578465/128/lhG *S *8178645/2048/ING *51 .4756675/4096/ING.* S +1285/32/ING-63925/128 
2 4 6 
/ING.5 +260250912048/ING51 -875665/1024/ING*5 I.
 
3 2 12 4 2 4 4 1 6 4 8 4 10 
" A2 CI . */L-1595/2/1 *51 ,3694 9 5/8/ING *51 -864305/8/ING *5! .32344725/256/IN G51 -151,85875/2048/IdG *5 
S4 12 3 3 2 3 4 3 6 3 8 
-43191/8/ING3*51 578209/32/ING351 -3546285/128/INC *SI 41345525/204d/G351 +35375625/2048/ING *S 1 1053/2/ING 
3 10 2 2 2 2 4 2 .6 2 8 
-5809125/1024/N6 SI -1215/16/ING ,200251/256/IIb *SI -959369/512/I G *S .3371355/2048/ING .51 -4009205/8192/ING *5I 
2 4 6
 




3 2 10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 2
 
I/A2 *A3*A4 CIPE/L *(1OOO/ING *51-33625/41G S1.392875/16/ING *S1 .926625/32/ING .51 +189875/16/ING *51 -50/ING /51
 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7+5025/4/ING *5I-1558725/256/ING *5I *2570225/256/ING *SI -5415725/1024/ING .51 1
 
3 3 6 2 3 2 5 3
 
S1/A2 *A3 *CI*E/L *0-25/2/ING *5S +25/2/ING *b1 +55/16/ING*5I-95/16/INGS! *1/8/5!-9/4.slI
 
10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 2
 
+ I/A2*A3*A4*CI*E/L *1-3000/INU *5 I79475/4/ING *SI -360375/8/ING *SI .2740675/64/ING *51 -1875125/128/ING *51 +150/IG /S1 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7
126 5 3 75 64
 







10 3 3 3 3 5 3 7 3 9 2
 
" A2*A31CItF/L *(2160/INC *SI-21255/2/ING *51 +308425/161ING3SI 980525/64/ING 51 +144375/32/ING 5I -IO0/ING /51+14811/8.
 
2 2 3 2 5 2 7 3
 







B 7 Secular Perturbations 
+ 2 + 3 + F4' 
B-52
 
ORIGINAL PAGE I 
OF POOR QUALMTFJ, 3) 





aF 3~~ 12 IS(, 7c4) - ui(l 3c2) 5,'2(5 18,c 5c)4 1534e2(3- 30C2+ 35c4 
2(F2 [3 5 - c - 0 3c2)_ _+ 2+ 1 - 41 - 77 ) 24(, ­
71L3068 2 L 
- 312(3 42c2+ 63c4)} 
2 + + 
3c 7c
1F2 - 45(1.) 124(-1+ 312) + q2(_g+ sC2)] 504(3 -27c)(2 e 
S 32LA' 1 '/i 
1F3
 
2 15 4 6 8 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 
1/A*A4 /L .(675/128/IUG*5I 1575,l28/lNG-SI *3675512/1]G*S! .3375/1Z86 /ING *51 -5625/64.5 /ING *51 49875/512*E /ING 
8 2 2 10 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8
 
*51 -183751512.E /ING .51 -675/64*E ,ING*5 . 10125/128.E rING51 -8925/64.F ,qhMGS! .18375/254*E /IN(uSl p
 
2 11 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 
" 1/A2*A3 /L .(-15/16.5I .15/16.51 -3/16*IN+9/32.ING*SI - 15/16*E *51 . 5/16*E .S -3/16.E .ING-27/64*E.fW.j51 I
 
15 4 6 8 2 4 6 2 2 4 
" A2*A44L * 585/64/ING*5I -2715/128lNG-S1 ,1575/128/ING*51a-45/16.225/32-51 +315/64*51 -315/32*5!62925/64*L /14G *5! 
2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 10 2 2 2 4 2 
-19425/128.E/IfG .51 +10725,64.E I!NG*51 -7875/128*E /IN6 *5! -5R!32*E /G*SI +17775/128*F /ING* I -64775/256*E /ING 
6 2 8 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 
*5[ +64575/512*E /ING*51 225/16*E -7155/64*E *51 *30915/128*E *51 .76545/512*E *5[ I
 
3 15 4 6 8 2 4 6 2 2 4 
+ A2 /L *(507/128/I'IG*SI -585/64/4NG.S! +675/128/?4*SI -135/16.1023/32*Sl -2421/64*51 *7485/512*51 +2535/128*E /11( *51 
2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 in 2 2 2 4 2 6 
-8385/128*E /Itl *51 +9225/128*E /ING *5! -3375/128*E /ING *S1 -50764*E /11G6*5!+975116*E /ING*51 -27585/256*E /1G6*51
 
2 8 2 2 2 2 4 2 &
 
*14175/256*E /ING*5! -1665/32*E 12393/64*1 *51 *




2 15 4 6 a 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 
1/A2*A4 IL *(-675/128fINGSl .1575/128/ING*5! -3675/512/ING5I -3375/64*E /NG *5! .5625/32.E /ING bI -49875/256.E /ING 
8 2 2 10 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 








2 11 :'1 i 1 4 tIt . 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 
+ 1/A2.A3 /L *(15/8*51 -15/8.51 .3/ING-45/32*ING.53 -15/8.E +525/32.E .51 -465/32*E SI .81/31*E *ING-243/32-E *14G*51) 
15 4 6 8 2 4 6 2 t" 
+2715/128/I4G*SI -1575/128/IG*5I ,585/O5625/16*S1+64395/128*51 .14595/64*53
12925/32*E /NG 
*.854/6,iING*SI
+ A2*A4L * 
4 2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 10 2 2 2 4 2 
-37035/128*E /IG*S *66195/128*E*51 +19425/64*E 213G *5 -10725/32*C /ING *I .7875/64*E /ING I15+585I16E 3/ING*S3 4* /IN6 
6 2 8 2 12 2 4 2 6
 
*51 .137025/512*E ,ING*SI +17325/32*E -161415/64*E *51 .894015/256*E *51 -784035/512AE *53 I
 
33.5 4 6 8 2 4 6 2 2 4 
L 
 ( +585/64/ING*$
" A2 / 1 *-507/128/ING*5l -675/12811G*S1 .513/8.1887/8*51 -9531/32*51 .63555/512*51 -2535,64*E /ING *S 
2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 10 2 2 2 4 2 6 
.8385/64*E /ING *51 -9225/64*E /ING *5I +3375/64*E /I3(G*5I .50732*E /I1053 -32253/256*E /IG*53 .57555/256.E /INGl53 
2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 





2 15 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 2 2 2 4
 
1/A2*A4 *Cl/L *(3375/328*E /ING SI -7875/128.E /ING -SI* 18375/512.E /ING 




2 11 2 2 2 2 2 
+ I/A2*A3 *CI/L *1(-15,1651 -3/16*I3G+15/8*E -135/16.E *51 -21/16.E *ING) 
4 2 2 4 2 2 6 2 2 8 2 
" A2*A4*CI/L 
15 
*( 495/16+3105/32*51 2 -9135/128*51 +2925/64*E /111G*SI -13575/128*E /ING *5I +7875/128* IIN *51 -585/32*E /ING 
2 2 4 2 6 2 2 2 2 4 
*S .8145/125.E /3'G.51 -1575/32.E /ING51 -3825/16.E +45945/64.E *5I -129465/256.E*SI
 
2 2 4 2 2 8 2 2 
" AZ *CI/L *(405/16-209;/32*5I .333/8*51 +2535/128*1 /IG *51 -2q25/64. /3ING *53 +3375/128-E /ING *51 -507/64E/3ING*53
3 15 4 2 2 6 2 
- 2 2 6 2 2 2 2 4
 





2 2 12 
1,A2 *A4 /L * (-3375/64/ING *51 *.167625/512/ING *S -727125/1021/t'G *5 +134137512048/ING *53 -900175/4096/ING *51 1
2 339 2 4 '2 6 8 2 10 
62 2 15 4 6 8 2 4 1
" 1/A2 *A3 *A4/L *(.225/64/ING51 +975/128/MG053 -525/128/N 51 +15/8-225/8*5I +2475/32*51 -6825/128*SI 
2 19 2 4 2 6 2 a 2 -10 2 12 
A4 /L *(225/64/IM *SI *62475/512/ING *SI -912675/2048/ING *5[,531825/102/1MG *51 -1635375/8192/1i4g *5I -12825/128/MG 
4 6 8 10 24 6 





2 15 4 6 8 2 4 6 
,27/8-21/*53 -1113/128*51 +345/32*51
" A3 /L15-195/64/I0G*5I 4105/16/ING56-225/64/IG5 
8 2 10 2 122 19 2 4 2 6 2 
+ A2 *A4/L *(7995/64/ING *SI .267825/512/ING *S +417315/512/114G *53 -1145325/2048/ING .5 .291375/2048/ING *53 -9855/64 
46 8 10 2 4 6 
-19245/32*51 41401225/2048SI6
149625/512/INGSI 1-1215/32+14775/6453






4 19 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 10 2 32
 
+ A2 /L *(4563/64/ING *53 169923/512/ING *51 61185585/204/ING *53 -459225/1024/IG2*SI +266625/2048/ 265I -7449/128 
4 6 8 10 , 2 4 6
 









2 3 19 2 4 2 6 0 2 Q 2 10 2 12
 
I/A2 *A4 /L *(3375/64/ING *51 167625/512/ING *51 727125/1 24/ING *51 -1341375/20481NG *51 *9003754096/ING .51
 
2 2 IS 4 6 8 2 4 6 
+ I/A2 *A3 *A4/L *(225/64/ING*5 ..975/128/ING*Sl .551128/1I1G5? .15/4.945/16*Sl -675/4*S .152;5/12051) 
2 19 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 to 2 12 
" A4 /L *(-225/64/1G *51 -62475/512/1NG #51 +9126752048/1NG .$I -531825/1024/ING .51 ,163537,/8192/? G .51 .12825,128 
4 6 8 10 2 4 6
 





2 15 4 6 8 2 4 6 
" A3./L *(19564/tNG*5I .. 105/16/ING*SI ,225/64/ING*51 -36.3183/16.51 -38541/12851 .2265/16-51 
2 19 2 4 2 6 4 2 8 2 10 2 12 
" A2 *4A4L *(.7q95/64/ItG *51 +267825/512/ IG *51 - 17315/512/NG *51 +1145325/2048/ING *5I -2q1375/2U48/.IG *51 +9855/64 
4 6 8 10 2 4 6 
iItG*SI -295455/512/IG*SI .731235/1024/1116*51 -149625,512/ING*S? .9045/16.14025/4.51 ,502365,64*SI -15424t%5/2048*51 
*10786545/4096*51 I
 
4 19 2 4 2 6 2 8 2 10 2 12 
" A2 jL 1*(-4563/64/IltG .51 +169 9 23/512/INGz*S -1185585/2048/1142 *Sl a45 225/1024/ING *51 266625/20148/1G *51 +7449/1289
 
4 6 8 10 2 4 6 






2 2 19 2 4
 
I/A2 *A3 *A4*CI/L *(15/8-255/16*5I .315,16*5
 
2 19 2 4 6
 
+ A4 *CI/L *1225/8-20475/12651I ,284025/1024*5I -152145/1024*51 
2 15 2 4
 
+ A3 *CIL *(135/8-939/16*51 ,2925/64*51
 
2 19 2 4 6 
+ A2 *A4*C?,L * .7155/32+66525/64*51 -195975/12815I ,23205/32*5I I 
4 19 2 4 6
 





This series of Special Reports was instituted under the supervision
of Dr. F. L. Whipple, Director of the Astrophysical Observatory of theSmithsonian Institution, shortly after the launching of the first artificial
earth satellite on October 4, 1957. Contributions come from the Staff 
of the Observatory. 
First issued to ensure the immediate dissemination of data for satel­lite tracking, the reports have continuedto provide a rapid distribution
of catalogs of satellite observations, orbital information, and prelimi­
nary results of data analyses prior to formal publication in the appro­priate journals. The Reports are also used extensively for the rapidpublication of preliminary or special results in other fields of astro­
physics. 
The Reports are regularly distributed to all institutions partici­pating in the U. S. space research program and to individual scientists
who requestthem from the Publications Division, Distribution Section,Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
02138. 
